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INTRODUCTION
Sometimes the words we speak are not taken in their
true meaning. They are misunderstood or mistaken.
TANTRIK is one of them. Many of us consider them
to be dangerous. It is because of some who, call
themselves as Tantriks, use their skill and knowledge for
selfish ends. Today we do not have a clearcut knowledge
on tantriks. Some of us like to know about it. Some are
of the view that it is a superstition and some are afraid
of it.
Then what is Tantra?
Tantra is a combination of Mantras and rituals. Anyone
can learn it. But still, only a selected few are capable of
learning it. It is an act of secracy like our life force in our
living body. Can we locate our life force in our body? Is it
in the brain or heart or kidney? It is all pervasive. God is
the greatest Tantrik who has kept the life force secret,
which cannot be located in any particular part of our
body.
The Tantra Sastra, as we see it, comes from the
Almighty. Tantra, is an art of secracy, does not expose all
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its content to the learner. Though Tantra Sastra consists
of secrets, it is used for the benefit of mankind. When a
child is affected by fever, it is given sugar coated pills.
The child, that refuses to take bitter pills, accepts the
sugar coated pills. As the sugar coated pill saves the child,
the act of tantra is capable of saving humanity.
A benevolent tantrik tries to do good to many persons.
He wants to give great benefits to his fellow men without
expecting any personal benefit or popularity in return.
Sometimes the beneficiary does not know the benefactor.
That is the way of life of a tantrik. What his right hand
does, is not known by his left hand.
Tantriks are of two kinds. One belongs to the school
of Dakshinacharam and the other to that of
Vamacharam. Both of them were codified by our great
saints. Dakshinachara art is very complicated and difficult
to the learner. It cannot be misused.
Vamachara art is very popular among learners. Some
use it for their selfish ends. It has earned the unpopular
title - Black Art. Still this tantrik art is very handy to
some selfless tantriks who do good to their society. Adi
Sankara was also a great Tantrik, whose “Soundarya
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Lahari” reflects many of the intrinsic techniques of the
Tantrik Art.
The number of such benevolent Tantriks has dwindled
down amongst us. Still there are some, whose mission is
to uplift the needy. One such person among them is
Sri.V.V. Sridhar, whom we call ‘Guruji’ with respect and
reverance. His only motto of life is to serve the humanity
in general and the poor and needy in particular.
Sri V.V. Sridhar Guruji as we know of him, is a
dedicated devotee of Lord Nrusimha, an incarnation of
Vishnu who thundered out from a pillar to kill a demon
King -Hiranyakasipu who tried to kill his own son
because of his devotion to Lord Vishnu. Guruji belongs
to the line of Chaya Atharva Veda School of thought.
He is an expert in the techniques of Krishna Mohana
Vidya. He has learnt many difficult techniques of upasanas
and yagnas from Nrusimha Tapinyopanishad. In order
to bring peace to this trouble torn world he has conducted
many yantra poojas,Sahasra Kalasabhishekas and
Nrusimha Dhanvantri Yagnas. He has been doing this
yeoman service without publicity. He has been helping
his devotees to come out of their distressful
circumstances.
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Sri Sridhar Guruji dreamt of becoming an astrologer.
Once he came across Sri Aaravamudhan, a great
astrologer and Tantrik of Dakshinachara School. Sri
Aaravamudhan wanted to shape our Guruji into not
merely a person to forecast the future of aspiring
politicians, glittering cine stars or boasting land lords but
of the universe which may develop some doom to the
mankind from which he could save the world. This is
the back ground of the life mission of our Guruji. Many
of his friends would ask him of his Gurus who have
enabled him to know of himself and of his spiritual
fulfillment. We have already published all those difficult
exercises underwent by our Guruji in our Sudarsana Jyoti.
During his discourses with his disciples Guruji would
share his experiences under different Gurus during his
student hood. This book tries to present some of those
experiences of Guruji and the knowledge he gained from
them.
The readers of this book will surely understand the
reason why some of those experiences of our Guruji are
brief and some elaborate. None of them is complete in
itself.
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TASMAI SRI GURUVE
It was my good fortune to have been enlightened by
a number of such great sages such as Sri Aravamudan,
Sri Narayana Nambudri, Maharishi Rajar, Sri Amrita,
Maata Chandini, Sri Su-Yen, Sri Lei Peng, Dr. Abdul
Usman Latif and others. Each one of my Guru were
distinguished, original and unique in their own way. None
of them knew imitation.
They taught me many things and I tried to adapt their
teachings to my own path to suit my own style of
functioning. I used to introspect often just to find out if
I was copying any one of them blindly. Due to the grace
of God and my Gurus, I did not find anything like
imitation, which you know, erodes originality. There is
no use in trying to become another Krishna or Christ.
You have come here to be yourself and not someone
else. Let us remember that.
In fact, it was not my intention to become anything
in particular - such as Sufi Saint, Tao monk or Lama. All I
wanted was, to go and wander in far of places of natural
scenic beauty. I did not have resources to cover expenses
for my extension tours. During my college days I used to
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write to my father for money on some or other pretext
like ‘pay fine for replacement of lab equipment broken
due to my mistake’. No need to add that these were
invented to grab some money from my parents.
Gradually, I gave up these tricks and opted for straight
forward means. I used to drive auto-rickshaws, wash
clothes or utensils in some houses, fetch vegetables, milk
or grocery or serve as a compounder with a doctor to
earn money. Sometimes, I worked as a coolie at the railway
station and also at FCI godown. Then I realized how
difficult it was to earn money and could appreciate its
value better.
I do not claim that my character was all spick and
span. In fact, my relatives considered me a vagabond
and a spendthrift. Slowly but steadily I could come out
of all such shady acts and met my expenses with money
earned by hard labour. Whether it is cutting wood, cooking
food or selling groundnuts in local trains, I enjoyed the
work thoroughly for it was a means for a good end.
Sometimes, during such stints, I used to run into known
faces or acquaintances. They used to question me why I
was doing such odd jobs. I used to smile at them and
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quietly withdraw from there. They could never
understand why I was doing all this.
Whenever, I had an occasion to do some service to
old people, I used to politely accept money from them
but only when offered. In retrospect, I feel that it was
one of the good things I did in those days. I was not a
loser in the bargain, of course. Some people, who had
taken a liking for me for some reason or other, used to
offer much more than that was due to me for the work
done, as much as Rs.500/- or even Rs.1000/-. I used to
accept it and use it for my tour expenses thinking it to
be a God sent bonanza. When I had some money left
with me, I used to buy textbooks or stationery for poor
students or feed some poor people, thanks to the
inspiration I received from my parents and gurus.
My parents gave me a lot of opportunity to learn many
things in my life. I consider them to be thoughtful sages
to have brought me into this world for service to mankind.
They were the silent gurus behind me, without whom I
would not be what I am today. As I admitted earlier, I
was not without some negative traits in my character.
But due to God’s grace I could gradually overcome them
and change for the better.
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Later, I turned into an idealist. I was budding and
burning with idealistic fervor in my thoughts and deeds
till slowly was weaned away towards totality. Once I
realized that totality, but not perfection is life, I could
come out of all my misconceptions and move towards
divinity with immense confidence. The various stages
of transformations in my life, can be associated with the
unexpected encounters I had with Sages who
condescended to teach me various aspects of spirituality
and guided me on the path towards totality. I owe them
much. It is a pleasant duty for me to remember them
gratefully and offer my sincere obeisance to them.
✦✦✦

Just listen to your mind...
You will find the teacher...
Just listen to your heart...
You will find the master.
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SRI ARAVAMUDAN
I spent most of my childhood at madras. As my
parents were conversant with science like palmistry and
astrology, I too developed an interest in them and wanted
to become an astrologer. But destiny had other plans for
me.
One day, when I was paying my routine visits to Sri
Parthasarathi temple at Madras (now called Chennai), an
elderly person named Sri Aravamudan came to me. Little
did I know that this casual encounter was destined to
change my entire lifestyle and goals, so drastically that I
would be transformed beyond the comprehension of
anyone who knew me as a boy.
“so you want to learn astrology?” Sri Aravamudan
asked me on that destined day. I was sitting in the
mandapam opposite Thayaar’s Sannidhi in the temple
and was a little surprised to hear that from an utter
stranger, but managed to mumble “yes, of course!”.
“come with me. I will teach you astrology,” Sri
Aravumadan replied.
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The first day of Gurukulam Aravumadan told me you
have to be like a buffalo to survive with Me (Thick
Skinned PACHYDERM) I took it as Master’s grace. I
implemented it in my life, Nothing really matters, A don’t
Bother Attitude.
From then onwards I, though quite young then,
managed to steal sometime every day to go to Sri
Aravamudan to learn astrology.
Initially Sri Aravamudan taught me astrology and a
few Upanishads. In a couple of years, I could complete
the study of many schools of astrology available.
Tantra Vidya :
Though Sri Aravamudan taught me astrology, he, in
his mind, was clear about the role I should play in future.
He, however, kept his ideas to himself till appropriate
moment.
“My Boy!” Sri Aravamudan told me one day, “You
now know astrology very well. But you are carved out
for higher things than this. Learn Chaya Atharva Veda
and Tantra Sastra. Before you say “yes”, let me caution
you first. Only those endowed with a spirit of service
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and sacrifice are worthy to learn Tantra Sastra. A Tantrik’s
life is that of a candle. He has to burn his life to give light
to the society.
Sri Aravamudan had several disciples learning astrology.
He was very affectionate and loved his disciples very
much, in his own way. However, he was very tough and
was a keen observer of the character of his disciples. He
used to test their patience, temper and calibre. When we
students went to him in the morning for lessons, we
used to find him busy in routine matters for several hours
before he noticed us. Sometimes, we had to wait the
whole day only to be told late in the evening that there
was no lesson on that day. He also used to be very rough.
Because of such rough and tough behavior many
dropped out. Sri Aravamudan was least bothered when
someone dropped out. He opined that it was good for
both the teacher and the taught. In spite of his odd
behavior, I did not leave him. I thought that guru was
behaving like that deliberately. May be, he had his own
ways of cleansing me of some of my Praarabdha. In
such a case, it was the best thing that could happen to
anyone, I reasoned. Finally, I was the only one who was
going to him with unfailing regularity.
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When I started learning, I faced several problems. Some
problems, I was told, were caused by evil forces which
did not like my initiation into Chaya Vidya. Those forces
used to create many hurdles in my way of learning Chaya
Sastra. Some problems arose on the domestic front.
Sometimes, my character was also questioned. Some of
my people considered me as “written off case” fallen in
bad company.
I used to bring the problems to the notice of my guru
who used to advise me not to take note of them. “this
happens to everyone who seeks to learn this Sastra. Every
student has to undergo this sort of mental trauma. When
someone seeks to blame you that you are learning Tantra
Vidya, do not deny it. You are not doing anything wrong.
All these will vanish with passage of time. As you advance
in your course, you will know how to face and even
overcome these things, “Sri Aravamudan used to say.
As I was concentrating more on these subjects, my
normal education was not what it should have been. Most
of the time, I was not to be found in my house. Partly,
this was due to my fascination for cricket and chess and
partly due to my going to Sri Aravamudan.
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My father Sri Veera Raghavan was an engineer and
had to move from place to place in the course of his
employment. So he kept me with our relatives at madras,
lest my education should suffer on account of his frequent
transfers. Later I moved into a hostel during the final
days of my college education. My stay in the hostel helped
me in spending more time with my guru.
Not a path of roses :
Learning Chaya Atharva Veda was not a path of roses.
Particularly when learning it from a teacher like Sri.
Aravamudan - a confirmed perfectionist. As a matter of
Tantric practices, he was prepared to take the Baadhyata
(responsibility) for his students. However, he was very
tough and strict as a disciplinarian. “discipline is a must
in the field of learning”, Sri Aravamudan used to say,
“but in the field of Tantra it is its very life and breath.
Practices in this Sastra are very intricate. As a calling
Tantra is indeed, very exacting, as it is exciting. It demands
from the student a high degree of physical and mental
fitness and alertness. One should possess a fairly high
level of comprehension, memory, composure and
determination. The personality of an ideal Tantrik is
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incomplete if he has no spirit of service and sacrifice
being ever ready to burn like a candle to give light to the
society around.”
If ways of god are mysterious, those of Sri Aravamudan
are no less. Sri Aravamudan was innovative not only in
his teaching methods but also in his punishing techniques,
when he found his disciples falling even a millimeter short
of his expectations. “Tantra Sastra deals with immense
power where exactitude and not approximation is the
catch word,” Sri Aravamudan used to say, “ if you
pronounce a word wrongly, the effect could be disastrous.
Veda is a science built around phonetics. Remember the
way you recite your mantra, the way you move your
fingers, hands and feet; the way you use the material in
the Homa - each and everything has a well defined pattern
which you can trespass or overlook only at your peril.
The ill effects of your lapses may not be limited to you
alone. They may damage the whole environment. Tantra,
therefore, is a field where only 100% not even 99.99% is
considered to be just a pass mark!”
When I did not recite any lesson correctly, Sri
Aravamudan used to ask me to kneel down, sometimes
for the whole day in the marina beach. His punishments
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though harsh at times, remain thrilling memories today,
inspiring many a devotee on the hard and harsh course
ahead.
Piece of advice : when I was learning Chaya,
Sri Aravamudan had a piece of advice for me:
“living for yourself is living like an animal,
living for others is living a human life,
giving up your life for others is a divine life”
“I am entrusting this valuable and powerful Sastra to
you, only on the condition and belief that it will be used
for the good of the society.”
He seemed to behave in an odd manner at times, no
doubt, for valid reasons best known to him. One day
Aravamudan did not take his bath even until afternoon.
He did not move to take this bath even though his wife
reminded him of it once or twice. As she was insistently
reminding him of it he told her: “Your uncle (father’s
brother) is about to pass away today at 4 pm due to
heart attack. We may get the news by 5 pm. I shall take
bath after hearing the news.” Everything happened that
day just as he foretold.
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Understanding the way of nature is extremely difficult
to commoners. To understand the activities of GOD
who likes to see the originality of actions, is still more
difficult. In order to explain this proposition Sri
Aravamudhan narrated a story of a Muslim boy in
Hyderabad.
The muslim boy used to keep a small pebble in his
mouth always. Even while chewing betul nuts he would
keep the pebble in his mouth. One of his friends was a
hindu, who, one day, asked him to show the pebble. When
the hindu boy closely observed it, he found it to be a
salagram, (a stone) which the Hindus worship it as a
sacred symbol of Lord Vishnu. The hindu boy explained
to him, “Look, here you have been doing a sinful action.
You have been keeping a sacred stone in your mouth.”
The muslim boy felt sorry for it. He did not want to
offend the feelings of his hindu friend. He immediately
brought it out and said, “please tell me what I should do
with it now?”
The hindu friend took it home and performed daily
poojas to the stone. After two days the god appeared in
the dream of the hindu boy.
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“Why did you bring me here? I was happy and safe in
his mouth. The muslim boy was a pure fellow and his
saliva was sweeter than that of your panchamirdham”.
The hindu boy woke up in fear. Next day, he went to
the muslim boy and told him that he unjustly separated
the god from him. The god liked to be in his mouth. He
asked him to take it back as he was really a blessed one.
The action of a devotee may seem to be strange to
us. Why do they do such things is well known to themselves. Their union with god and their spiritual life cannot
be understood by others. When GOD wants to be as
He likes who are we to question Him?
Once there was a celebration to take place at the home
of my Guru. Sri Aravamudhan asked me to purchase
some vegetables from the market for the occassion. I
bought vegetables weighing ten kilos. I went to my Guru
and told him that I had bought the vegetables. At once
he called his wife to cook them. After cooking he called
me and said, “You bought the vegetables. It is fair that
you eat them”. I could not argue with him. I had to eat
them all. This was a punishment to me because of the
pride I showed in my reply, after bringing the vegetables.
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Another incident was with Aravamudhan. Once he
took me to Rameswaram. He called me for sea bath. I
was little hesitant. “Come, nothing to fear! Supposing if
anything happens for you, it is the ideal place to get
moksha. So come and have bathe, he ordered me with
his sense of humour.”
I ventured into sea. Suddenly he disappeared. I was
searching him hither and thither and got panic. I came
to shore, watching the sea sadly where he is.
In a jerk, he came out from the sea. “Oh! You thought
your Guru has gone permanently. So you can rejoice
without my disturbance, Right? “
Is it you who pressed me in the water? He asked
naughtily peeping deeply into me frozen eyes.
Then he took me to a stranger’s house. He was talking
with the family, as if he knew them for years. Then he
took me straight away to their backyard. He ordered me
to draw water from the well with a bucket and pour it on
the big storage vessel. I did so. After finishing, he told
me to shower him the water from the vessel by using a
toy tumbler.
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I was confused, why he is doing such an act. But I
have to oblige the Guru. I poured just one tumbler of
water on him. He shook his body and exclaimed, “Oh!
It’s hot.” How it could be hot? Water was drawn from
the well. I’m totally baffled. When I touched it, it was
really hot! So, I asked Aravamudhan, whether I could
pour the remaining water on the floor. He said `No’. In
the same manner, as you did here, pour the water into
the sea.
At an young age of 14, I had no other option. I obliged
Guru’s order. Starting from morning, till night I was doing
the same work – running from well to sea and back.
Somehow I completed the task. All through the day he
was observing me. What he thought in his mind? I don’t
know.
It’s an amazing incident. Later, I learned that the male
member of the family was suffering from Cirrhosis of
Liver – a liver disorder (Mahodhara case).
A miracle has happened! His stomach was bulging till
yesterday, and today it is flat and his disease got cured.
How? His wife was thanking Aravamudhan profusely with
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tears. He said, “Don’t thank me! Only that small boy did
this”, he pointing at me. I was stumbled.
Immediately, that Mami prostrated before me.
Aravamudhan silently whispered in my ears, “Don’t think
too much of yourself. You didn’t do anything.”
As usual, I kept silent. How can this happen? It’s a
miracle by Avadhooda! He is more than a normal Guru!
Normal Guru and Avadhooda are more different. They
are real masters.
Sri Aravamudan practiced what he preached. In fact,
he was a class by himself among saints. For all the
extensive research he conducted in Prayoga Sastra and
Tantra Vidya, and for all the selfless service he did, he
managed to be unassuming person, seeking neither wealth
nor fame.
✦✦✦

When people say you have changed a lot...
Give a beaming smile...
and say
Yes... I am growing.
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SRI NARAYANA NAMBUDRI
After making me proficient in Chaya Atharva Veda,
Sri Aravamudan entrusted me to one, Sri Narayana
Nambudri to learn Tantra Vidya. Sri Narayana Nambudri
was the opposite of Sri Aravamudan in temperament.
While Sri Aravamudan was rough and tough, Sri
Nambudri was soft spoken.
He was a very kind hearted person. He never talked in
a harsh manner to anybody. He was so kind that he used
to put flour in the ant-holes in his bedroom.
Sri Narayana Nambudri was unassuming, pious and
powerful. He was a great Upaasaka of Goddess
Bhagavathi and Guruvaayoorappan. When he sat for
Pooja, he used to keep all the materials required around
him. When he wanted to offer flowers to the deity, he
used to stretch the palm of his hand, the flower used to
fly in its own accord and land on his hand. He was such
a powerful yogi. I witnessed this when it happened.
Whenever Sri Narayana Nambudri wanted to teach me
any new paddhati (system) in Tantra Sastra, he used to
take me into a forest. It was Narayana Nambudri who
took me to many temples and explained their significance
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in Tantrik parlance. Some of those temples were small.
Many considered them unimportant but he explained
about the power concentrated there either in the Yantra
or in the Bali Peetam or in the form of Aksharas ( cosmic
bodies).
During the course of our visit to the temples, I saw
Aksharas present there. When I told Sri Narayana
Nambudri about them, he used to ask several questions
regarding the Akshara description (shape and action). “I
am happy that you are blessed with such a power. I know
only the theoretical part of Aksharas. I am glad you are
allowed to practically witness them. It only shows that
you have the blessings of Goddess Bhagavathi and your
Gurus,” pronounced Sri Narayana Nambudri.
Sri Narayana Nambudri took great pains to teach me
many intricate Tantrik Prayogas. He used to explain the
relative significance of Tantrik mantras and Mudras. Why
& when we should use a particular Mudra. What type of
energy one would attract when a particular Mudra is used?
What happens in the process ? What type of counter
action could be expected in the use of a particular Prayoga
and how to protect oneself from the counter force before
it strikes ?
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By the time I crossed 20, I was adept in the recital of
Chaya as well as in Tantra Sastra. By 1980 I had started
executing prayogas on my own.
Amazing experience : initially, as a boy, I was very afraid
of the Tantrik practices. I was only 14 years old when
my guru Sri Narayana Nambudri took me into a dense
forest, for the first time. My fear totally disappeared .
What is death was then shown to me. I enjoyed the
actual experience of death with the blessings of lord
Bhairava and my guru Sri Narayana Nambudri. My mind
acquired balance and composure. The “amazing
experience” ushered me into a new spiritual dimension.
Cosmic language :
At this stage I joined the service of the Central Bank
of India. By the time I joined service, I had completed
learning Chaya Vidya and Tantra Sastra.
Bank service helped me in many ways. I was transferred
to various places where I could conduct my experiments
in Prayoga Sastra quietly and put into practice what I
had learnt. In the course of my tours I came into contact
with several gurus affording me an opportunity to discuss
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about the science of Tantra I had learnt and receive their
blessings. I was 22 years old when l met two Sages in the
forest of Kerala. They were pleased with my learning
and behavior. They came forward to teach the cosmic
language which is helping me even today in fulfillment of
my mission. Thus I learnt cosmic language from those
new corners who, I learnt later were none other than
Sage Agastya and Sage Paraasara in flesh and blood.
Cosmic Language helps one to have an insight into the
secrets of the universe. A person must have a spirit of
high degree of sacrifice to be bestowed with that gift.
When I used to learn the finer aspects of Tantra Sastra
with my master Narayana Nambudri every moment was
a god sent opportunity to learn the inner secrets of Tantra
Sastra... In the advanced stage it teaches as to how one
can transpond and evolve to better conscious levels...
Once with the Master’s grace I could experience the flight
moment of a Butterfly by transforming my inner into a
Butterfly... Its a moment of ecstasy and joy which is not
possible to be defined through words.... Satchitanandam...
I had the privilege to dance with my masters...
Su-Yen, Maharishi Rajar and Didi Chandini.... Only once
I had an opportunity to dance with my master Narayana
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Nambudri... He was teaching me some of the Tantra
steps.... At that time we were to understand the ‘Mohini
Tantra’.... So first he danced The Tantra Nruthya for 2
hours and then asked me to perform it in the same way
he had performed... I was a bit reluctant... I Said... Master,
there were totally 296 steps in the two hours of Nruthya
which you performed.... I don’t think I can perform the
same in that sequence.... He laughed... He Said.... when
you can remember exactly that I performed 296 steps,
you will also remember the sequence... You are an
Ekasanthrahi..you have the capacity to learn by just
seeing once... This is my experience with you in The
past.... come on you can do it.... I Started performing
the Tantra Nruthya... with Lord’s / Master’s grace it was
perfect... Once it was over... He Said let us both together
do it once again.... We both did the Tantra Dance... It
was so heartening to dance with the master.. .Once It
was over... I Prostrated him and in turn he hugged me....
It was a great fulfilling occasion with my Master....
✦✦✦

A tongue has no bones
but can break hearts
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MAHARISHI SRI RAJAR
I paid a visit to Sabarimala in 1976 and was returning
after the darshan of Lord Sasta (Ayyappa). When I was
approaching the Pamba river, I had a peculiar feeling
that something very excellent and unique was about to
happen. A few moments later I saw a red dhoti placed
on a tree by someone. Next moment it suddenly dawned
on me that what I was looking at was not just a dhoti
but at a person wearing it ! He was looking at the passers
by, though no one seemed to notice him.
As I went near, he suddenly jumped down the tree
and accosted me, “I am waiting for you. Come on!”
Feeding pets :
We went through the forest to a hut which was about
5 kms from Pamba. He asked me to wait. “I have to
feed my pets,” he added. I thought he was having a dog.
But to my surprise, a Tiger came there and he was feeding
it curd rice with his own hands. It ate silently and left. I
saw him feeding a Hyena also.
That was Maharishi Rajar. In fact, no one knew his
name. All called him “Maharishi”. Once I happened to
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hear him being called Rajar. This name was confirmed
by my guru Sri Aravamudan later. Subsequently I came
to know that Sri Aravamudan and Maharishi Rajar were
very close divine friends.
Maharishi Rajar lived in western ghats all his life though,
at times, he frequented several other forests. He used to
drink plenty of water about 40 to 50 litres at a stretch !
He was very simple. All his belongings can be
accommodated in a small trunk. He used to shift his
residence often to escape disturbance from visitors.
I noticed that he did not ask me to sit down whenever
I went to him initially. Sometimes, he used to conduct
homam and ask me to watch it. I used to watch it for
hours, standing. Gradually, he used to ask me to sit and
even allow me to participate in the proceedings while he
conducted the homam. Later, he used to ask me to
perform as he stood watching.
Maharishi Rajar, I could observe soon - was a master
of many occult sciences. He also knew Rasa Vidya
(multifarious usage of mercury).
Once I asked him, “What is the use of learning so
many vidyas if one does not go to people and utilise his
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knowledge for their betterment?” Maharishi looked at
me and said, “One need not be in public to do public
service.” I could not understand at that time what he
meant by that. But now, by my experience, I have
understood the meaning behind his words. Many persons
used to call on him. Some of them were local tribals who
sought relief in their medical problems. They were also
useful to him in procuring certain items required for his
practices. Some of the visitors were self-seeking lot with
malefic intentions. Maharishi had an innovative Tantrik
method of gauging their minds. When a person came to
him, he used to show the person a betel leaf. The visitor
could see on it to the purpose for which he had come.
On seeing his intentions being thus exposed, the visitor
had to withdraw in shame.
Averting Accidents :
Maharishi Rajar had the art of revealing himself to
the person whom he wanted to help. Generally he moved
incognito and it was impossible for anyone to trace him.
He could visualize what was happening or was about to
happen even in faraway places. Suddenly he used to say,
“there is going to be an accident in 10 or 15 minutes.”
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He used to collect certain items, kindle fire and perform
a prayogam to avert it. Nobody, even those who could
have been victims of that accident, knew that they were
saved from a calamity by a person sitting in a hut, deep
in the forest. That was the type of anonymous service
rendered by him without seeking anything in return or
recognition. He preferred to be away from the public
and used to tell the tribals not to advertise that there was
a Maharishi in the forest who could cure any disease.
However he used to keep track of people who came
into his protection by his Tantrik surveillance and personal
enquiry.
Peculiar Behavior :
Maharishi Rajar used to behave peculiarly - sometimes,
his actions apparently bordering on lunacy. But none of
his actions were meaningless. Whatever he did was
purposeful and service oriented. Tapas, for him was not
for his own, but for the well being of the entire universe.
I was fortunate to learn many vidyas and mantras from
him. While teaching, Maharishi used to observe: “this
mantra will be of use to you on such and such occasion.”
And, it was exactly so as Maharishi predicted.
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Maharishi Rajar taught me some mantras in cosmic
language also. He has also showed me the way certain
intricate Mudras are to be performed. Mudras are signs
useful to communicate with extra terrestrial beings. As I
was blessed with the knowledge of cosmic language by
none other than Sage Agastya and Sage Parasara earlier,
I had no difficulty in following what Maharishi taught
me in cosmic language.
Fire Worship :
Maharishi Rajar did a lot of fire worship in deep
forests. It was he who introduced me to the Sunderban
Forest, as it is noted for scenic beauty and spiritual bliss.
I frequently visit that forest to perform some of my
prayogams for Lokha Kalyaanam. Our association, which
was initially that of a guru and disciple grew in intensity
and affection to that of two close associates working for
a common goal.
Once I asked Maharishi Rajar about his age. He said it
was 278 years. Then he laughed and added that he was
more than 600 years old. He was not joking. Persons like
Maharishi Rajar assume human form and enter this world
for a purpose. As they are totally free from attachments
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and selfishness, they have none to favour and nothing
to fear. Recently, Maharishi left his physical body as the
purpose for which he had come into the world was
fulfilled.
Maharishi Rajar was an incarnation of Agni Bhagawan
(Fire God) himself in human form. He used to wear a
Naamam “U” with a 5 angled star in the center. He also
used to wear such Naamams on his forehands.
Once I accompanied Maharishi to Varanasi.
When we reached the railway station we asked the
station master on duty to give us a room for the night
stay. At first he replied that there was no room vacant.
Then he called me aside and said that he would give us a
room on payment of a bribe. Maharishi asked me not to
pay him any bribe and seeing the station master he said,
“So you won’t give us a room without a bribe. You’ll be
in trouble. Tomorrow you might have to be retired
compulsorily.”
The station master said to me, “You seem to be
innocent. How were you caught by this mad fellow?”
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After spending the night in a private lodging house
we had a bath in the Ganges. There, Sapta Rishi Pooja
was going on and a big crowd was witnessing it. We
were also there, at the banks of the Ganges.
“Now the fun is going to begin” said Maharishi Rajar.
“see whether the station master is searching for us”.
I could easily find him out. He came running to me.
Maharishi was sitting on a small stone, at a distance.
“Where is Maharaj”? said the station master to me
with tears in his eyes.”What is the matter?” I asked,
showing him Maharishi, who was at a distance.
“Maharaj! the General Manager slapped compulsory
retirement on me. Please forgive me. Show me kindness,
I have got a family and children”, pleaded the station
master falling at the feet of Maharishi.
“Have you got the orders?” said Maharishi with a smile.
“Do you want your job back? Alright; Hand over the
order to me” said Maharishi.
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Maharishi then said, “Go back to your work and do it
as usual”. “How can I do it. Order has been issued for
my retirement. I cannot go there” said the station master.
Maharishi did not argue with him, and he had left the
place. The station master did not take the advice of
Maharishi seriously. He remained at home without going
to his duty. An employee from the railway office came to
him and asked him why he was still at home without
attending to his duty. The station master did not believe
his ears. He then went to the railway station and resumed
his duties. “Why were you absent this morning?” was
the only question asked then. Nobody spoke anything
about his retirement.
We stayed in Varanasi for about 4 days. When we were
about to board the train, the station master saw us from
a distance and came running to us. He fell flat at the feet
of Maharishi and thanked him profusely.
Rajar advised him to be more sincere and service
oriented, since by doing one’s duty sincerely one can reach
the divine.
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Rajar said to me, “This episode is only a fancy created
in his mind, I wanted to teach him a lesson. I did not
want to show him any anger. We should not use our
strength to destroy others”.
A man, I thought, who is enjoying himself with an
unlimited bliss, cannot think that the station master who
could not oblige him must be punished. I looked at
Maharishi who was enjoying the beauty of nature through
the train window, as though nothing has happened.
Once when I was staying in the forest with Maharishi
Rajar, some tribals came to see us. They seemed to have
been afraid of something. They said that they were
hearing a strange noise from somewhere and they were
afraid of it. They requested Rajar to help them.
So, on the next day, we went deep into the forest
walking a 10 mile distance. When we reached their huts,
we took our supper and began to sleep around 9.00 p.m.
We heard a strange noise. Rajar was an expert in
identifying any animal from its sound. After hearing the
sound for sometime, he began to sleep.
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Then, the next day, he collected all the tribals in a place
and told them that the sound was made by a
Brahmarakshasa. Rajar asked them to tie up a goat under
a Banyan tree that night. While doing so, they might see
the Brahmarakshasa. He should be brought to the village
and be put in boiled water. He should be cut into pieces
and served as food to the people. All should eat his flesh.
He also assured them that, he would stay with them and
see all those proceedings.
There was no sound that night. The tribals fell on the
feet of Rajar and thanked him. On our way back home,
Rajar told me that actually there was no such
Brahmarakshasa. There, one of the villagers was doing
the trick. His aim was to get a goat every day. When I
told them that he should be brought to the village and
boiled in water, he became afraid of the whole plan.
Sometimes a feud among the groups might be a cause
for such troubles in the society.
Once Rajar and myself went to Rajasthan to pay
homage to Khaja Moinudeen Chisti at Ajmeer Darga.
We met a sanyasi with his disciples on the way. During
our conversation, the sanyasi assured us with a pride that
he could bring rain in the desert.
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Maharishi asked him to show his might. From Jaisalmer
we went deep into the desert. The sun was at its peak.
The sanyasi made some attempts to bring rain. There
was no trace of any cloud. Rajar looked at the sanyasi
and asked him whether he failed in his attempt. The
sanyasi became crestfallen. He challenged that nobody
could bring rain under such circumstances. He challenged
Rajar to do his best if he could. Rajar simply asked me to
do a particular Tantrik Act (Prayoga). The result, there
was a heavy down pour. In fact, Rajar was not a popular
person. He would perform many homas and yagnas for
the welfare of the people without expecting anything in
return. Still he would not tolerate any fake sanyasis.
Once myself and Rajar dressed up like Rama and
Hanuman.... We went on The streets begging for alms....
It was Sri Rama Navami day... We went to a Priest’s
house... We begged for alms...The Priest came and yelled
at us.... He said Rama never used to beg for food... Today
is his birthday... You guys are spoiling the name of Rama..
Pointing towards me he said... already this boy looks like
Hanuman and why he should put make up like
Hanuman... Then he went back in to the house.... We
were standing there For some more time.... The Priest
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wife came and gave hot hot food to us... After taking
the food Rajar asked the lady to come with us... She just
followed us... After going a for long distance the priest
came running calling his wife.... Rajar now smiled and
said to the priest ‘I am Ravana...taking away Seetha’...
Now Rajar told his wife...Go back with your husband
and she went back.... We sat below a roadside tree and
took the Food... He smiled at me and said... Am I Rama
disguised as Ravana or Ravana disguised as Rama... I
too smiled back at him and said.... Master, Am I Hanuman
disguised as Maricha or Maricha disguised as Hanuman...
He patted at my back and we left the place....Any one
can understand this Drama of my master Maharishi Rajar?
Some one asked me how come Rajar lived for 695
years being a Human Being? I had to smiling reply to
her.... That’s the reason God looks farther to you.... for
which she stated if I believe this...He will come close to
me... The whole crux of my reply went waste...I Don’t
think she understood...
Myself and Maharishi Rajar were roaming in the forest....
Tribals used to like him a lot.... for their day to day
problems they used to consult him... One day in a year
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we used to go and stay in their hamlet.... That day he will
be dressed like a tribal king... They used to sing and dance
around Us... Today though many tribals have migrated
still a few are there... The Tradition continues... One day
in a year I spend a day with them... They Crown me that
day as their tribal king... There will be a lot of Fun....
EAT... SING... DANCE... total celebration... Their
innocence makes my Heart melt for them...
Once Rajar showed me a picture of the game Snake
and the Ladder..It is called Paramapadam.... He said the
ladder is the Guru and the snake is the Pitru.... He Said
dice is chance...But as you role it is Choice Less... By
being Choice Less and rolling the dice (doing things in
life..KARMA) one takes the chance of moving from
house to house....The ladder the Guru helps them by
avoiding some karma. By circumventing to not go
through a few houses... But the Pitru notices it and when
you choice lessly role the dice Pitru keeps noticing whether
you come to his house (where the head of the snake is)
and it sends you back to lower house... The Guru teaches
you to avoid karma by sending you up the ladder... The
Dice is God and he rolls to say your score...The Lord
plays the game between the Pitrus and the Gurus.... This
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Game keeps on going for several Janmas.. and finally as
you roll the dice Lord gets convinced of your exercise
between the Gurus and Pitrus and allows you to escape
the final big snake at the top to reach Paramapadam...
VAIKUNTAM... Merger of the Individual Consciousness
with the Universal Consciousness.. Now when you play
the game of Snake and Ladder will you think of this and
play... It will be more interesting... This is my Master’s
way to wisdom...
Rajar was preparing to do a prayogam.... I was asked
to procure all the items for the Homam... I had gone
into the forest and got the Samiths.... through the tribals
we had the rest items like Milk, Ghee, Sum raw Vegetables,
Fruits, Betel Leaves, Nuts, Herbs, Coconuts... all were
neatly arranged in banana leaves... we both went to the
river near by...we had bath.... Rajar told me to go back
and he will follow... I was waiting for him and the
Muhurtham for performing the prayogam was nearing...
normally before the Muhurtham we see the Prashna
Bhavam as per Shakuna Sastram based on Pakshi
Sastram, Vriksha Sastram, Vana Sastram... we also see
the Kaarna, Adhikara Prashnams... since my master was
not there and I started seeing the Prashnam... then I
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had to go ahead with the prayogam and it took eight
and half hours to complete it.... As soon as I completed
I just got up to see some one at a distance peeping from
behind a tree...I just went up to the tree and Rajar was
just hiding behind the tree... I prostrated my Master....
He laughed and laughed and made me also to laugh... He
said you scared me by suddenly coming near the tree... I
asked him why he didn’t do the prayogam... he said he
wanted to see whether I can do it to perfection or not...
He further said.... he wanted to find out how I do it in
my absence and whether at the appointed time I do it or
not whether he is there or not.... he hugged me and I
enjoyed it... Lords Grace...
Sri Bogendra, Yogendra, Prayogendra, Sarva Tantra
Swatantra, Saarva Bhowma, Chaitanya Maha Purusha,
Sri Tantraagni Swaroopa, Sri Paramahamsa, Prayoga Raja
Sri Satchinanda Swaroopa Sri Sri Sri Rajar Maharaj Ki
Jai...
Once it so happened my master was fast asleep.... after
doing Pada Seva.... I left started wandering around in the
forest... The best past time for me is to keep talking to
plants trees and animals... I was just doing that... I don’t
know when my Master had got up and had come to the
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place where I was sitting and fondling a Deer and was
talking some thing to the Plants... Suddenly when I turned
back I noticed Rajar showing his back to me... I just
went near him and I stood.... He didn’t turn back but
said... Finish your conversations and then come... There
is nothing urgent... I am equally busy talking to this Owl....
He was conversing with the Owl... I went back and
excused my self with the plants and came back to him...
At night he said... When you are talking to Near and
Dear you should not abruptly cut your conversations for
they will feel insecure about your act... They will think
that some thing more important has come and they will
feel inferior... Howsoever important any one may be, we
should not reduce the importance of one we are already
dealing with.... While the language of the Heart is in
conversation don’t allow the language of the Mind to
take over.. I Asked him suppose while being in language
of the Heart, another one to whom also we are involved
with language of the Heart appears then what to do? He
smiled and said.... Then it means your Heart is too big....
Every moment with my master was a song, and It
was from the Heart.... Best Moment with the Master
can be said provided had I lived a Life with him, with
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my mind as a priority... Only Mind can do such gradation...
Not the Heart.... If some one asks you what was the
best moment in your life with your Master and you reply
that such an such a day this happened and that was the
best moment... Then it shows all other moments with
the Master was a waste... The relationship with the master
is Unique... And every moment is Unique.... No
comparisons are possible....
There are areas in the forest where no one dares to
venture... even the Tribals do not venture.... There are
some herbs in those areas which gives a rare fragrance...
If smelt deeply people go mad and are lost for months
or years. Maharishi Rajar once took me to such an area...
The Tribals warned us.... But He just smiled and said
everything is lord’s Grace... Even today some times I
enjoy wandering in those areas.... The trees and plants
are as sympathetic as animals.... That’s the wonder of
creation.... Lord is a beauty... He guides you and guards
you.... When one Tribal asked me how is it that you go in
without fear and come out unscathed.... I just smiled
and said probably God wants me to be there in this
mundane world for some more time.... Its all Lord’s
Grace...
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Rajar and myself were moving in the forest... There
were three tribals whom we came across in the forest
said at a particular point don’t go that way... That way is
more thick in forest and animals are more and the
distance will be more... But Rajar refused and told me
that we will go ahead... Before that he requested the
tribals to follow the way he says... But they refused and
went their own way..... After traveling around 35 kms in
a tribal village we heard that the three tribals were killed
by man eaters the previous nite.... Rajar said some times
with good intentions even if you want to stop a calamity,
its not possible and its Choice Less... Its the Lord’s will
supreme and the day we become with his will to enter
the Supremedom of the Lord we may know the reasons
for such calamity....
“Sparsha Dheeksha” of the master..... It was a day
as usual in the forest..... I was preparing food for myself
and the Master..... Maharishi Rajar said he is going out
and will be back in a few minutes.... I was waiting for my
Master’s return eagerly and slowly turned in to a worry
since it was 3 days he left.... Then as I decided to go in
search of him, he came back and said that he was very
hungry.... I made him sit and offered Hot Hot Food in a
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plantain leaf..... He ate the food and said it was very
Tasty..... He wanted to rest.... So I made his bed.... An
old torn mat and a wooden plank for resting his head....
Sacks neatly hand stitched by me was his bed sheet.... I
was just massaging his legs and feet.... He suddenly asked
me whether I knew the exact time of his coming back....
I said no.... I told him just then I was to go in search of
him and before that he came back... Then he asked me
how is it that you had served hot food immediately on
coming back.... I said all these three days in batches I
have been continuously cooking.... on my Master coming
back he may be hungry.... Since I do not know when you
were coming I was cooking in batches and feeding the
animals and birds at periodic intervals.... He Asked me
did I take food... I said no.... He Asked me why?...I said
to him whenever I come to forest to be with him, I take
food after he takes in the same banana leaf which he
used as plate to eat.... To me that I consider as Prasadam
of the lord.... He immediately got up and hugged me... It
was the first time I had Sparsha Dheeksha from my
Master... I enjoyed Bliss.....
Venkatadri, Myself and Maharishi Rajar were once
walking down in the forest seriously talking about issues
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concerning Nature, Evolution and Intelligence... We were
stopped by Harsha who also wanted to join in the
discussion... A serious doubt came in to my mind.... How
intelligent is Nature... Rajar spotted my doubt... He said
it is so intelligent that it makes Venkatadri and Harsha to
join in discussions with You and Me.. In my discussions
I totally forgot that Venkatadri is a wise Langur (Monkey)
and Harsha is the Banyan Tree which always talks to us...
Mostly their talks are always Paranormal and I even today
wonder at the way they have evolved.... How Egoistic
are we as human beings to boast that we have a sixth
sense... By my standards Venkatadri and Harsha must
be having more than six since their discussions have
always been on Paranormailty and things even a human
mind cannot comprehend...
Once myself and Maharishi Rajar were in meditation
sitting opposite to each other with a 10 feet gap...... there
used to be a ferocious leopard which Rajar used to call as
‘SAKYA’..... he had come and was smelling me.... I could
not meditate and I opened my eyes.... almost he was on
me... I didn’t move a bit.... I was also not interested to
call my master because he was in deep trance.... he was
going on smelling me, Suddenly Rajar made a statement...
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‘Don’t worry my boy... the master and the disciple have
the same body Odour... Sakya knows you are me and I
am You … don’t worry’... I smiled and said... ‘Master I’m
not worried about Sakya smelling me but I was worried
that in this intimate moment with Sakya, I should not
disturb your trance... I am sorry Master... exactly that has
happened’..... Rajar just smiled and said... ‘Everything is
the will of God.... starting and ending too... we are not
the doers... its Lords will that my trance should get over...
so he sent Sakya... he didn’t give that idea to you for he
had other ideas’.....
That day was a memorable one for me.... Maharishi
Rajar asked me to go deep inside the forest... around 20
to 25 miles from where he was, to meditate before we
do a Prayogam called ‘Chintamani’....... He said I have
to go alone.... I just went in the direction he pointed.... I
reached a beautiful spot....Surrounded by many
mountains... A beautiful valley with lots of greenery
around... It was slightly drizzling...Sun was about to set...It
was twilight time... I felt a bit tired after the long walk...
So I thought of taking a short nap... I just lied down....
The short nap became a long one... Suddenly I realised
some heat... I opened my eyes.... Just 5 feet away from
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where I was sleeping some logs of woods and twigs were
burning... It must be past midnight as it was pitch dark...
I had over slept... My master had sent me for some
meditation and due to my carelessness I overslept... I
just saw around... I couldn’t find any one... So I closed
my eyes before the pyre that was lit and started my
meditation.... It was quite a peaceful one and there was
no disturbance midway.... Now It must have been three
O’clock early morning.... I just opened my eyes...I saw
an old couple a male and female sitting opposite to me
on a big rock and smiling at me.... I got up from my seat
and I prostrated them.... They gave me some water to
drink from a vessel they were carrying.... Next 10 hours
was nothing but a bliss for they taught me ‘Shabda And
Nada Dwani Rahasya’ of the Bijaksharas.... I prostrated
them and they blessed me by keep their legs on my head...
I had the Pada Dheeksha of Sage Agastya and
Lopamudra....As they left I just turned around to see
Maharishi Rajar waiting for me with open hands.... He
was very joyous, hugged me and kissed me on my cheeks..
Maharishi Rajar used to say... Every one comes to
remind the other of some thing in their life.... During
the days prior to Samadhi, whenever I visited Rajar we
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used to sit For long hours chatting or sit for long hours
in meditation... While chatting some times... He will lie
with his head on my lap.... Even some times while
meditating I will be sitting and meditating and he will
keep his head on my lap and meditate... When we used
to go from place to place... He will sit on me with both
legs down from my shoulders and catching my head For
better grip.... Unique Moments...
Once I was near Narmada river bank with Maharishi
Rajar. An old man crossed us. Rajar asked me to prostrate
before him. I did, but that old man with a jerk replied,
“I’m not a saint”, and moved away.
Then on our way he showed a cow lying down and
asked me to prostrate her saying she too was a saint. I
did. To my surprise the cow moved away.
Later he showed me some trees and creepers and asked
me to prostrate, saying again they were saints. I did as
Guru said.
I was astounded to see the tree moving away. I got
goose bumps. I asked Rajar about the significance of
moving away from me i.e. from old man to tree after I
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prostrated. If a saint says enough we have to stop. In
this case, I don’t know the significance. Learning the
significance of intricacies’ is Gnanam.
Later, after some time he took me to Ahmedabad. In
those days, travelling to North India was really
painstaking. It took days to reach. There he took me to
a Muslim’s house. He asked me to be with him and said
he will come after two days. He instructed me to just
observe him and nothing else. We did not have any
conversation at all. He will sit in a posture or stand and
dance. After two or three days Rajar came. He did not
ask me anything, like whether you had food or not. Not
even had a glimpse of me. He was talking to the Muslim
man. To my surprise, this man never danced before him.
When Rajar left that room for some work, again he
danced. When he came he stopped dancing. That’s all.
“Let’s go”, he said. We were seated in the train. Suddenly,
plunged from his seat and started dancing like that
Muslim man. Other passengers were watching. He didn’t
bother about them.
Train crossed a station name Muzaval. He got down
and pointed towards a bench on the platform. I could
see there, the same Ahmedabad Muslim man.
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After we travelled a long distance by train, Rajar wanted
to have tea. He gave money to buy it. I got down from
train. There was delay in getting tea. To my astonishment,
the train left. What shall I do now? I’m left with no option
to sit idle.
Gurus are born to create miracles and make us feel
the mysticism. In the opposite platform, a train was
passing by and was about to stop. Rajar was peeping
through one compartment and calling out my name to
land on the train.
“Hey this is our train come”! I was confused totally.
Because the name board clearly says Madras to
Ahmedabad. Moreover, we crossed pretty long distance
from Ahmedabad. If Guru says I have to obey. I offered
him the Tea which I got for him. He drank and we
slept. In the morning, to my surprise, we landed at
Chennai Central.
After getting down, he showed me the TTE there.
He was doing the same gesture as the Muslim man did.
Again I asked the significance of these happenings. You
should observe all these things. Many wonders may
happen. When you start understanding you will become
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a Guru. “What you see is not the real one and what real
is not the one you see!”
A great philosophy indeed!
Then I prepared to drop him into the deep forest. As
I told you before it was a tribal village. The tribals
assembled there and again to my surprise the tribal head
was also dancing the same gesture.
Masters are mystic for some reason. Normally, he allows
me to eat from his plate after he finishes. Sometimes he
eats from my plate. If I eat my Guru’s leftover it is
prasadham. But what explanation can be given, if a Guru
eats Sishyas leftover? Even he had answer for this act.
“Somebody was not well. To give him relief I did this.
We feel either funny or we may think him as a lunatic,
until we understand the reason behind Guru’s action.
One day myself and my Master Rajar had gone in an
ambassador car with another person to attend a marriage
in Kerala...the other person in the car was pestering the
driver to drive fast since it was getting late for the
marriage....he told him don’t worry, you wont miss the
marriage....on the way a girl was standing on the
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road...Rajar asked the driver to stop the car and asked
her where she wanted to go...exactly she was also going
for the same marriage..she boarded the car......after some
time one boy was standing on the road....he asked the
driver to stop the car and enquired with the boy as to
where he wanted to go...the boy also said he was going
to the same venue as others..he also boarded the car...the
other person in the car was furious...we reached the
venue...lot of commotion in the hall...both the boy and
the girl were not prepared to marry each other...now he
told the boy and the girl to go up and stand in the stage
with the bride and the bridegroom...then it came to light
that these two were the ones with whom they wanted
to marry...then all got pacified...Rajar was missing...he went
out and waved his hand and a bus came with the relatives
of the boy and the girl... once again Rajar was
missing...when I looked, I was astonished to find my
master Mahrishi Rajar like the priest sitting and
performing the marriage ritual...he just winked and gave
a broad smile at me...even today when I look back, I
wonder at my master Rajar...Jai Guru Datta...
Rajar is a very interesting and peculiar person. He will
call me “Hey! Come let’s go.” Where? Why? Nobody
knows. We will go “somewhere.”
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On one such occasion he took me to a village in Kerala.
Even I don’t remember the name. He took me straight
away to the village deity Bhagawathi temple. It was a
pretty old small temple. A serene atmosphere with no
activity in and around. Temple was kept locked. He made
me sit there and asked me to wait. He quipped, “You
wait here, and I will come now”. These are the words he
uttered before he left. Two full days were gone. I didn’t
move from there; not even for water or food.
Suddenly I had a little doubt. Whether I mistook my
Guru’s words or really he asked me to wait. Nobody
asked me who am I, and why am I waiting! I felt very
thirsty. I just moved out from the temple premises for
quenching my thirst. I reached out to the third house
among the row houses and asked for water. After
quenching my thirst, I came back to the temple. To my
surprise, I saw my Rajar standing there. “I asked you to
wait, where have you gone? Without water or food I am
coming here, but you are roaming here and there joyfully?”
he asked.
I quietly replied, “No Guru Deva. I waited here…”
Oh! Is it so. Let me confirm it with somebody. He called
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out the temple priest and asked. He in turn, replied that
he was doing all the rituals, lightening the lamp and
cleaning the premises. But I didn’t see anybody waiting
here. Guru starred at me quizzically. Then only realised
the temple was kept open, cleaned, Kolam was drawn,
Deity was wearing a new costume, the lamp was lit, as if
everything was done like a magic.
It would have been just five minutes since I left and
came back. Also, I could notice many passersby. Rajar
also enquired them about my presence. They all replied
in negative. Then he mischievously looked at me and
said; well you might have had food too. I kept silent.
Then we went inside the temple, prayed to Deity and
came back. Somebody offered food to both of us.
Then he said, “come let’s move”. I replied – No Guru
Deva, earlier you said, you have to meet someone. He
turned towards me and looked deep into my eyes and
said, “Yes of course I said. But you know, there only you
had water”.
I didn’t understand anything. So I didn’t ask him
anything on the way. Again he questioned “don’t you
have a single doubt on me”?
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I humbly said “Who am I to question Guru Deva? If
Guru tells I should accept and totally believe him.” “Oh
okay! My boy, then accept your fault that you were not
present in the temple but you went around”, he smilingly
said. What reply I can give? I am dumbstruck. However,
I managed to utter Guru Deva, “If you say it’s true, it
should be true”. What on earth made you say like this?
No water or food for two days. I watched you by hiding
nearby. I know very well about your perseverance. Don’t
you think I lied to you?
Don’t you think I am a wrong person? I can read your
mind. You don’t want to speak against your Guru!
“Two full days, No trace of humans here, No Pujari,
nobody but if everything can be done within five minutes,
it’s like a conjurer. If he possesses the super power of
changing everything, then his words should also be true
and unquestionable.”
As destined by nature I took you to some place. So
you are not there, but you were there! Both are true –
“THAT WHICH IS PRESENT AND NOT PRESENT.”
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These were Rajar’s words. He only made me feel thirsty
and ask for water. That too I didn’t go and requested
water in the first or second house. I don’t know for what
reason I selected the third house to quench my thirst.
Rajar explained, “By offering you water, they absolved
themselves of the four Janma’s sin.” Guru is destined to
make the impossible, possible. What we see is not real
and real is not the one what we see. One has to transform
to high level of consciousness to understand this
philosophy. This is a lifetime experience, which I can’t
forget.
Maharishi Rajar once said who is a master...I would
like to share that with you all.... certain things you can
share with parents...certain things you can share with
friends...certain things you can share with relatives....but
master is the only person with whom the disciple can
share anything and everything... if you ... cannot share
some thing in your life with the master then it means he
is not your master... the relationship with the master stems
from the soul and it is the purest form of relationship
among all the other relationships.... enjoy dance and
celebrate....
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Once some where in the western Ghats, myself and
Maharishi Rajar were sitting opposite to each other and
meditating... its a Prayogam called ‘VAMSHAKALYANI’...
after performing a homam for 24 hours and tharpanam
for 8 hours, usually we meditate for 16 hours... after
meditation, I opened my eyes.... Rajar was not to be seen....
so I started looking around... I went inside the small
thatched make shift hut... Rajar was cooking food... I
was shell shocked...
Me Master, I am sorry...
He Why sorry?
Me You are cooking food despite my presence...
He Dont be stupid... always you keep cooking and
serving food...for a change I thought let me do it...
Me Sorry Master..
He Once again stupidity to the core... do you know
for how long you have been meditating?
Me No master...
He Its almost 5 days... 117 hours... I am old... I cant
face hunger that long... so I have been cooking
and eating all these days... you were in total ‘Yoga
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Nidra’.... I didnt want to disturb you... so you must
be tired now.... come sit down... we both will eat
together... taste my food and see whether it is as
tasty as yours... may be... I am an old man.. salt
may be excess or less... bear with it... go get the
leaves... we both will sit and eat’....
I was in tears...
I got the leaves...
We both sat and ate...
He How is cooking?
Me Amritham Master... Amritham...
He just hugged me and said... ‘my dream at last of
cooking food for you has come true.... its Lords Grace...
come you must be tired... lie on my lap and sleep for
some time’...
I just went in to deep slumber in my Master’s lap...
Lords Grace...


Be a dry leaf and get drifted as the wind blows...
Never resist a change
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DIDI CHANDINI
One day Maharishi Rajar gave me a slip of paper. It
contained the address of a lady called Chandini. I looked
at him inquiringly. ‘go and meet her’, was his cryptic reply.
Chandini, according to that address was in Calcutta. I
could not understand why I was asked to go that far and
meet a lady. With Maharishi Rajar - one cannot argue.
So, I left for Calcutta.
First I went to a friend in Calcutta and showed him
the address and requested him to help me in locating the
lady. On seeing the address he looked at me in surprise.
Soon a mischievous smile dawned on his face. I could
not understand why he was reacting like that. ‘Anything
wrong?’, I asked.
‘Nothing! He replied, except that the house you want
is in a red light area’, he added laughing. I was taken
aback. Why did Rajar want me to visit a house in a brothel
area? He won’t do it for nothing. So I decided to go and
visit the lady. Besides, I should implicitly follow the word
of my Guru.
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When I reached the house, I was received by a servant.
“I have come to meet Chandini”, I said. She nodded.
‘Please be seated’, she told me and went in. After a few
minutes a middle aged lady appeared. Has Rajar sent you
here ? - she asked.
I was startled on hearing that. That lady was Chandini.
She was in Calcutta and Rajar was in forest at the southern
end of the country. I did not tell anyone that Rajar sent
me here. How did the lady know about it? Immediately I
realized that she was not an ordinary woman but a
realized soul. Like a devout practitioner of Dharma, she
is wedded to her Kula Vridhi. (traditional vocation).
Chandini imparted the knowledge and method of
attaining Nirvikalpa Samadhi to me. Meeting Chandini
was a memorable experience in my life. Whenever I
recollect this incident, I am thrilled to the point of passing
into Nirvikalpa Samadhi with jubilation. Later, whenever
I visited Calcutta, I made it a point to call on her. I noticed
that she was an authority on Bhagvad Gita. We used to
spend hours together discussing the various spiritual
aspects.
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Chandini hailed from a family of Devadaasies. They
were dancers in temples. It is said that this system is in
vogue in certain parts of Karnataka even today.
Unfortunately, the system degenerated and a devadasi
who was supposed to dedicate her life for the lord was
reduced to the level of a brothel.
Lord krishna ordained in Gita: ‘Swadharmo Nidhanam
Sreyah, Para Dharmo Bhaya Vahah’. Even death is
welcome while performing one’s own duty but to do
other’s work is frightful. She lives a life of devadaasies.
For her every human being was god in person. Her sole
goal in life was to make others happy. She was doing
that by providing an outlet to suppressed desires of her
customers - thus correcting perhaps, an imbalance found
in their psyche providing an emotional release. People
who went astray will realize after sometime the hollow in
pursuit of happiness through sexual indulgence and start
thinking in higher and more sublime terms.
Chandini knew that many of her customers started
talking in spiritual terms already. Some even thought of
taking up Sanyasa and totally renouncing the world with
utmost sincerity.
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Debauchery never gained social acceptance in India
though it was prevailing in several forms. What is the use
in decrying imperfection publicly and practicing it in
private? It is deceiving one’s own self. Chandini was, at
least not guilty of hypocrisy.
The kind of life she led outwardly caused no hindrance
to her inner Saadhanas. She could not have attained
Nirvikalpa Samadhi, if it was not so- let alone imparting
the techniques to others.
What is Samadhi ? It is an aspect of totality of mind.
Collection of forces - both positive and negative - inside
body and mind, help in realizing the aspect of totality.
The question here is not purity or impurity. It is not
perfection or imperfection. Totality & acceptance is what
matters.
I was told she was not avarice and was charging her
customers moderately. I have observed her closely and
felt that if god dwells in a hermit’s hut, he will surely find
a place in a brothel’s house. This is not to encourage or
support debauchery. The point I want to make is this.
God is beyond all your yardsticks of sin and virtue. There
are many Saadhakas doing Saadhanas incessantly in
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ashrams and holy places. Very few of them could attain
the state of Samadhi attained by Chandini.
Chandini used to chew pan almost always. Her mouth
looked red and her teeth showed stains due to that. ‘Is it
possible for you to give up this habit ? I once asked her.
“Habit? For whom? Not for me. I can give it up this
minute if you say so, “she replied. ‘No! No! I hastily
interrupted. ‘Please do not misunderstand. Don’t do
anything on my account. I will feel guilty of it all my life.
Do it only if you feel like doing it. Not on my word,
anyway’.
After a few minutes, I put another question. “When
you can give up any habit, why did you not give up, for
example pan? “
“I do not like to give up anything I have been doing
for years”. She replied. “I have been alive all these years
and tomorrow someone may come and say, “Why don’t
you give up your life? Should I oblige him? She laughed
heartily.
You see, I live a life for myself, not for others”, she
continued. You asked me about pan. You could have
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asked me to give up prostitution also. It is not that I
cannot give it up. I do not because I am in it for years
and years.
‘Yet you said’, I pointed out. ‘You will give up pan if I
wanted you to do so. Why did you say so, if you have no
intention of obliging others on that?’ She had a hearty
laugh again. ‘well! It is simple. I said so because there is
no difference between you and me. I know that you and
I are one and the same. I do not consider you as
‘another’ person.
I must confess that when I first learnt through my
friend that the person whom Rajar sent me to was in a
red light area. I did not feel comfortable.
That feeling persisted in me.
‘Are you not ashamed to be a prostitute? I asked her
bluntly.
“Do you agree that you and I are one and the same? “
She asked un-offended.
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“Yes” - I replied.

“If you really believe so, you too should feel ashamed.
Why do you then ask me if I am not ashamed?” She
retorted.
She had a point, I had to admit. I was seeking to
distance myself from her because I was egoistic and
considered myself righteous. If I really realized that there
is no difference between her, and myself I would not
think her to be sinful and myself commendable.
Suddenly she asked, “Are you married?
I said, ‘No!’ At that time, I was not.
‘Do you propose to get married?’
‘I suppose I do’,
‘When you get married, won’t you have sex with your
wife?’
I replied - ‘for progeny!’ She laughed to her heart’s
content.
‘Think well and answer’, she said, ‘Is it only for progeny?
For nothing else?
I thought for a while and could not fathom what she
meant. Today I would not be able to say that sex with
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wife is just for progeny. The predominant element in it
is, undoubtedly, Pleasure.
If it is only for progeny why go for Vasectomy or
Tubectomy?
A person has emotional and physical needs and
compulsions. If a person’s needs are not met by his wife
he seeks an outlet elsewhere. This is exactly what Chandini
explained to me on that day.
“I am doing a service which his wife should have done
to him. Then, is it right to castigate me for supplementing
her efforts” If you accept that providing an emotional
outlet is a service, how can you dub my profession as a
bad one? She asked.
That day, I could not appreciate much of what she
told me. Many of the readers of this today would also
find it difficult to swallow her logic. Yet, today on reflecting
several times on what she was telling me that day, I
cannot but appreciate that she has a point.
I used to call Chandini - ‘Didi (sister). I never addressed
her as Chandini’. She used to call me ‘Dada’. In Andhra
Pradesh, ‘Dada’ has another connotation. It means a
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street rowdy. But in Bengali, it means a gentle man.
Almost any elder is addressed there as ‘Dada’. During
my later visits, I found here refraining from her profession
- may be due to her advanced age. She, however, used to
keep one or two young ladies and continued the
profession so that she could devote more of her time to
me.
Earlier, it was not like that. If a customer appeared in
the middle of our spiritual discussion, she used to excuse
herself requesting me to wait and go in with the customer
and join me after sending him away satisfied. On return,
I found her face as fresh as it was when she left me. She
used to accompany the customers to the door, see him
off smilingly as a wife sees off her husband with warmth
and love and return to me as if nothing had happened.
As soon as she was back, she would take up the thread
of our discussion, just exactly from the point at which
she left. For any other person in such circumstances, it
takes at least a few minutes before she returned to her
normalcy. Not with Chandini. She had the uncanny ability
to switch off and switch on her concentration.
She hardly found any difference between her
professional activity and any accepted spiritual Saadhana.
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What a balance of mind! She was a real saint who was
taking everything in her stride without discriminating
between one and the other. A true saint discriminates
only for his internal knowledge identifying anything and
everything with the indivisible whole - Avyakta,
Aparimeya and Ananda. She lived every second of her
life, true to this precept. She was not just a saint; she
was, indeed, a typical and unique spiritual phenomenon.
My master Chandini took me once to Sunderbans...
We were treading through one of the marshy patches... I
was coming behind her and she was walking ahead of
me... She stopped and turned towards me... she was
almost one foot inside the marshy mud and the same
was the case with me.... She asked me to sit and she also
sat... Only our heads were popping out of the marshy
land.... This is where she started teaching me a very rare
Sutra called, MANGALA VAMSHI KAALI.... It is on
Kalarathri.... Its a very rare form of Prayoga and the
meaning was subsequently deciphered to me by Maharishi
Rajar.... As she was teaching me it started raining
profusely.... The rain water dripping from the trees were
profusely dripping on both of us.... The tree is a very
rare one and the water as it drops went in to the mouth
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and down the throat giving a very Bitter taste.... But the
Prayoga while learning needs to be learnt like that... This
was also told subsequently by Maharishi Rajar... As she
was teaching me, A black cobra came from behind
Chandini got on to her from the back and raised the
hood from her head behind.... It was such a beautiful
scene I could see the real Kalarathri through Her.... It
took six hours to learn that and once it was over it was
almost dark.... So we both stayed in the forest below a
huge tree... She told me she was very hungry... I said that
I will go in search of some food and get it...I Left the
place... It was quite dark and I couldn’t see any thing... I
didn’t know what to do... I was just sitting on the banks
of the river hoping that some boat would come and I
can ask them for food. After some time I suddenly felt
someone licking my right hand quite vigorously and then
it caught my right hand with its mouth and kept my
hand on a large fish.... Then I realised It was a tiger... I
took the fish and left back to my masters place.... Lit a
small pyre as I was carrying a match box in my bag...
Cooked the fish for my Master Didi Chandini... She
Happily took... She looked at me and said... I know you
are a vegetarian and you don’t take fish... So I brought
these nuts for you... She had tied some peanuts in her
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saree and she gave me that... I asked her you could have
eaten the nuts...Why you have to put up with hunger...
She said... I know when I am hungry I can express and
you will get food from some where in the forest but
when you are hungry you may not tell me... So I brought
some nuts which I can give you... I told her it was the
tiger that got the fish and gave it to me... She smiled....
Next time when I went to meet Maharishi Rajar he said...
You are not at all alert... I have to go on licking your
hand to make you alert and he Smiled... I was shell
shocked.... This Is the wonder of my Masters... Lord’s
Grace...
My master Didi Chandini will be too deeply talking
Gita Saaram.... She will be explaining in great detail the
various aspects of yoga... or She will be talking about the
self nature.... Some topic very seriously.... Suddenly she
will stop and will stare at me... At times when she stares
her eyes will become deep red... I used to get scared...
She will burst in to laughter next split second and say...
Ok enough of serious subject... Come on... We will dance...
She will ask her girls to sing and we used to dance for
hours... At last she will say... You are an young... If allowed
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you may dance for a few more hours... But I can’t... I just
enjoy dancing with you... To dance freely is to free the
mind from the clutches of stress... Mind must be free...
Dance will help to relieve the stress... One has to learn to
dance alone... Dancing for the sake of others is different...
One has to dance alone for the purity and serenity of
one’s ownself... Never miss dancing in life... Dance alone
and you can find a partner dancing always with you and
that’s God... At times she will call me ‘Hey Kaali’... Some
times she will tell her girls... I want to dance with my
kaali, make the hall ready... I can never forget my dancing
with her....Its always etched in my heart.... One day I
asked Didi Chandini... Master why do you often call me
‘Kaali’.... She smiled and said.... right from my younger
days I have always loved Goddess Kaali.... She is
everything to me... I speak to her... I Eat with her... I
Dance with her... I Sleep with her... She is the very source
of my existence... For the first time when I saw you, I
some how felt that she has come in your form to me.... I
started loving you the way I loved Her... I didn’t want to
see any difference... I look at you the way I look at her...
I was moved and I was in tears... I just prostrated her
and she hugged me..... Lord’s Grace...
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I called on her during my visit to Calcutta on 25th
august 1997. On seeing me she accosted beaming with
divine grace in an unusual manner. ‘Well! I was waiting
for you’, she said resting her head in my lap. ‘I am glad
you have come to bid good-bye to me’, she added. I
found her in a happy mood. ‘Where are you going? I
asked. She folded her hands and directed them upwards.
Before I could grasp what was happening she breathed
her last in my lap, her face lit with serene calm, peace and
happiness.
The other day I saw an old lady carrying a big pot of
water...She was literally struggling.... I volunteered to lift
it... She gave a big smile and said ‘No’... I asked her why?...
She said today you can do that for me..... Who will do it
every day for me? Its better I do it on my own.. A big
lesson I learnt... After she left I remembered this smile....
I just prostrated in the direction in which my Master had
left... Didi Chandini...
✦✦✦

A tongue has no bones
but can break hearts
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MASTER SU-YEN
Once I had been to Amarnath. It was a place of great
scenic beauty. As I was drinking the serenity of the idyllic
surroundings, I found a person riding a yak. He was
looking at me. After a few minutes, I found him coming
towards me. He came near and asked: ‘Would you like to
come with me?’
He was the great Tao Saint, Su-Yen !
‘I have some commitments’, I said. I am afraid I cannot
come to you on a permanent basis. But, for a short
time, I have no problem, provided I am free to leave
whenever I want to go’.
“I am asking you to come to me on a purpose”,
Su-Yen said. After the purpose is over, you may leave’.
That is how I first met that great Tao saint at Amarnath.
In fact, Su-Yen wanted to initiate me in the practice
of Tao.
At that time, I was going to pilgrimage along with a
group of people. I was not supposed to leave like that. I
wanted to follow Su-Yen. Where there is will there is a
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way. I coolly hoodwinked the group and deserted it to
accompany Su-Yen. I knew that some members of the
group would feel agitated on my disappearance and
launch a search for me. I did not care. It was all in the
game.
I was with Su-Yen for about 6 months. He used to eat
only ice and survive - just ice and nothing else ! For my
part I used to eat some plants and fruits available there
in the mountains.
Su-Yen taught me Tao practices. I consider him as an
incarnation of Lord Dharma, popularly known as Lord
Yama Dharma Raja - the God of Death. As promised at
the outset, Su-Yen allowed me to return to my place after
the purpose was over.
Su-yen is a great master.... When I was with him in the
Himalayas every day his food was loads of Ice... Twice a
week I used to come down and get some Herbs... That
too he will just consume two leaves and give the rest to
the Yak on which he travels... He calls him ‘YO’.... I used
to wonder at him... He is the last living Master of mine....
When he wants He comes and sees me....Today also if I
want I cant see him.... When I expect him the least He
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appears... Last year I had gone to Secunderabad railway
station to receive a friend of mine... He came in the
form of a TTE and was talking to me for some time...
On one occasion I saw him in Monda Market like a
vegetable seller... A couple of years Back when I was
confused whether to proceed to Vienna from Amsterdam
he came there to Schiphol Airport like a business man
and guided me to go to Vienna... When I was in Luxor
in Egypt he came as an Arab tribes man in a camel and
spent two days with me... Avadhoota of the highest
order...
One has to dance alone.... To really enjoy dance some
dance for fame, some dance for the art, some dance for
exhibition.... But one has to dance alone to enjoy the
Dance.... One should be closeted with himself / herself
while dancing... My Master Su-Yen taught me to dance
alone.... In aloneness one dances.. Its beautiful... Once in
the Himalayas I was dancing alone... Su-Yen has suddenly
come... But I have not noticed... I was going on dancing...
When I was finished and opened my eyes, I saw Su-Yen
dancing, totally engrossed in the dance.. After an hour
he stopped... I said master it is fabulous.... He laughed
and said... Yes when it is from the heart its always
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fabulous... Yours too was from the heart... In dance one
forgets themselves... Once you forget the exterior the
inner appears... and that’s pure Grace....
Long back I asked Su-Yen once if I suddenly stop
talking to some one what will you think of me. Su-Yen
said... you might have decided to stop talking to some
one not because he didn’t care for you.... It may be that
you found him happier without you and that you wanted
to maximize his happiness... I asked my master... How is
it you are so sure about me on this? He smiled and said...
Does the Father not know of his son’s mind? I was
floored...
My prostrations and salutations to all the Masters....
The Sadgurus and Avadhootas have always been a source
of inspiration for us... We can never repay all that they
did for us/doing for us.... Our prayers to them.... In my
little life which I have lived all those whom I came in to
contact have been a blessing to me... I learnt a lot by
observing them.... To me you are all my mother nature..
My prostrations to each one of you for having supported
me in a big way... May lord shower his blessings on all of
you... A day to Rejoice.. Enjoy... Celebrate and
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Dance....Gur Poornima..
Master Su-Yen and myself were aimlessly wandering
in the Himalayas.... He had a habit of talking to his yak in
a peculiar language and the yak used to respond well to
his conversations and respond with different frequencies
of sound... One day Su-Yen asked me whether I
understood any thing of the conversations between the
yak and Himself..... I Said no Master...I Knew that you
were conversing with the yak and it was too responding.....
He said there was one more master involved in the
conversations... He said he was talking with Naropa.... I
quickly gathered courage to ask my master the direction
in which Master Naropa left..... Master Su-yen was kind
enough to point the direction.... I offered triple
prostrations in the direction in which the great Master
Naropa had left.... Su-Yen smiled and patted me on my
back....
During my days in Himalayas with my master Su-Yen
as usual we were wandering in the snow clad peaks..Once
we were staying in a cave... I told my master that I would
like to do the prayogam called ‘SHINKARA’ for the
welfare of others since I could sight an Akshara called
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‘BHADRU’... Su-Yen was very glad... He said ‘Please do...
This is what I like in you.. When you sight the Akshara,
you remember what to do... Rajar has trained you
excellently’.... Then he asked me ‘Do you need anything
else for the Prayogam?’... I was A little bit hesitant...
because how can I order the Master... I Was just quiet...
Su-Yen insisted that I better tell him what I need... I was
still quiet... He laughed and said Ok...come with me... I
will show you where it is... At 14000 feet how can I get
flowers?.. We walked some distance and showed me a
valley full of flowers...For the first time I saw a huge cache
of flowers.... Its called ‘Valley Of Flowers’ near Hemkund
Saheb in Himalayas... Su-Yen smiled at me and I could
see a lot of compassion in his eyes...
Those were the days when most of my travel was by
train.... I was just going from Chennai to Rameswaram
by a train those days famously called ‘Boat Mail’.... I was
sitting on the window seat enjoying the cool breeze
flowing across my face... I dozed off... The TTE came
and woke me up and asked me the ticket and I searched
my pockets and couldn’t find the ticket I had purchased....
All eyes in the cabin were looking at me and my reactions...
I told the TTE I had lost my ticket though I had reserved
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and booked.... Those days the tickets used to be in a
small cardboard piece on which the details would have
been printed... The name is usually written by hand behind
the ticket with age seat/berth number behind... The TTE
was wild at me and accused me that I am traveling without
a ticket and I deserved to be handed over to the Railway
Police Force at the next stop.... I didn’t worry at all for I
knew that the Lord was taking me through an experience
and I need to face it... The TTE told the fellow passengers
to keep an eye on me so that he will go and check the
tickets of other passengers and come back to hand over
me to the RPF at the next stopping station. All those
near me became James Bond 007. At the next stop the
TTE handed over me to a RPF constable... The RPF
constable took me to the main road instead of the RPF
police station... There was a beautiful Hindustan
‘Concord’ car.... He asked me to get in to it... I just got in
to It.... He drove the car and took me to Rameswaram...
By the time it was morning.... We had some breakfast in
a hotel.... He took me to the Temple.... We had a good
Darshan of the Lord... Then we sat on the beach and
meditated for a few hours....He took me back to the
car.... He drove me to Madurai.... He said... He is getting
late and wants to leave.... I thanked him and prostrated
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him... This was a great experience once with my Master
Su-Yen....
Once I was going to Malappuram in North Kerala.... I
used to drive via Mysore, Bandipur, Mudumalai stretch
onwards through the ghats down to Malappuram..... As
I was driving via mudumalai, I just stopped the car road
side to just see the scenic beauty of the spot.... As I was
looking through the bushes and trees of the forest, I
saw a bison at a distance staring at Me... I was amused
the way it was looking at me... I just went a bit inside to
have a closer look at it and in no time I was surrounded
on all sides by around, may be 20 bisons... From the
bush near by came a boy and he asked me what I was
doing there in the forest... I said I am a nature lover and
when I saw a bison I just came in to see it and that I am
now surrounded by 20 bisons... He said you are a liar....
You saw the bison and came in.... That’s true...But you
came in for a different purpose.... Normally when a bison
is seen there is an Akshara called ‘JOORA’ and you
wanted to sight it and you came in.... Now you can see
‘Jhooras’ around you.... I have now got so many bisons
to help you to see many ‘Jhooras’ at the same time... I
was stunned.... The look the boy gave was very familiar
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one.... I knew this look... I am associated with it for a
very long time.... As I was looking the Boy laughed and
said.... ‘Don’t look like that at me... It may scare my
Bisons’..... I Prostrated the boy.... It was none other than
the great Master Su-Yen....
Once myself and Su-Yen visited a Dargah of a great
saint called Shiabudeen Baba some where in interior rural
UP. We both dressed like the ‘Pathans’ with a conical cap
on the head....We both sat outside the Dargah and were
begging for alms. We saw a great master coming with
many of his disciples entering the Dargah...When they
were coming out after prayers, as usual I begged them
for alms...He smiled at me....Suddenly It struck me it was
master Su-Yen....He was all long sitting next to me and
suddenly he enters the Dargah like a master with some
disciples....I gathered courage and asked him...Master what
lesson is this supposed to teach me? He just said stupid
and left...So I went inside the Dargah offered prayers
and came out...Some one called me...Where are you
going? Still our alms job not completed...I Saw Su-Yen
sitting in the same place with the same clothes on and
our begging bowl....So I quietly went and sat with
him....Masters are Masters....Really I enjoyed with my
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masters....They were all Avadootas... Beyond any logic or
explanation but full of love and compassion..
Australian desert car rally in western Australia...My car
stopped due to some engine problem some 800 kms
East of Perth......They towed my car to a nearby road
side mechanic shop... I was just reading a newspaper...
The mechanic said...There is a major problem and the
engine has ceased... He said he has to find some
alternatives since he doesn’t have any piston rings available
for that model and doesn’t have a lathe to do that kind
of a work...There was an emergency phone available
there... So I called the emergency number and on the
other side I could only listen to my own voice
reverberating... The phone was out of order...I Asked
the mechanic whether he can drop me at some motel
nearby for the night stay...The mechanic said.... You can
stay with me here... I will ready your car in 3 days
time....The three days we spoke a lot...He cooked food
for me and I cooked some veggies for him......But never
ever he went near the car... I used to ask him and he will
say he will get it readied within the time said... On fourth
day morning... He asked me to start the car... It just
started.... He also sat with me and we drove back to
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Perth... He smiled at me and I smiled back at him and
said....Thank You Master... Su-Yen....Lord of deception...
Long time back....I was on an expedition in Sahara....
Bob accompanied me on the camel ride...Both of us
were wearing the Arab costume since we were advised
so in view of extreme conditions of Sahara... Our guide
was an Arab Sheikh Gafoor....15 days and 14 nights of
thrilling experience... Saw a lot of desert creatures which
hide in the sand.....There is a whole world below in
Sahara... After coming back to Cairo Bob said I have
some thing for you, Why not eat it? I said ...Oh Sure
Bob....He made me sit on the table and served Hot Hot
Masala Dosa.... I was surprised.... I asked Bob, ‘From
where the hell you got it’.... He just smiled... I was back
in India... I received a call from Bob....He Asked me... Hi
Sri....How is Life? When shall we plan the Sahara trip?... I
just contained myself and said...Shortly we will make it
Bob.... A couple of months later, while I was returning
from Bahrain via Dubai.... At Dubai airport when I was
waiting for my flight back to Hyderabad...Bob came in
the Arab attire and sat by my side....I said ...’Bob, how
come you are here’.... Bob said... I Just came to give you
Masala Dosa Hot Hot’.... and he served from the bag he
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was carrying.... I ate it and said....So Kind of you
Master....Master Su-Yen...Lord of Deception.....
Once I was with Su-Yen and wandering in the
Himalayas. He asked me to sit and left somewhere.
Almost the same incident I experienced with Maharishi
Rajar. I waited and waited. I was in lonely woods. After
standing for some time, I moved a few steps to sit on a
stone rock. Suddenly I heard a sound from nearby calling
me “Hoi”, where are you going? I was shocked by the
voice, it was very much Su-Yen’s. To my surprise, he was
sitting atop on a tree where I was standing beneath. It’s
a real mystery still where he went and how he could be
seen on the tree.
Once when we were in the Himalayas, Su-Yen told
me, “Come on I will take you to one excellent temple.”
After reaching there, I found it be an old, very small
temple. I was just thinking what is excellent in this temple.
Immediately he could read my mind and said, “Bay! You
have too much of expectation.”
We went inside. A small Bhairava idol was inside. He
said, “It’s a powerful deity. If you have any hurdle, pray
to him. At that time, I didn’t seek anything but simply
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worshipped the deity. Even today, If I have any problem,
I will pray to him and my obstacles disappear. The energy
and power of any deity or some place is only evident to
masters.
I was walking in the forest... heavy rains.... took almost
3/4th of a day to walk around 20 miles.... the Prayogam
is called ‘YANTRAMAYA’... some 130 yantras had to be
propitiated.... some yantrams for richmond temple... some
for other purposes... since it was raining I had kept it in a
bag.... it was watery every where... water flowing right
down the mountain... there was a small tree on the slope
where I was sitting on a flat rock.... I thought if I place
the bag on the rock, it may get swept down due to the
heavy down pour....so I hung the bag on the tree branch,
since the branch was quite heavy.... I closed my eyes and
started doing the Prayogam...... it takes 32 hours to
complete it... the Prayogam was completed... it was not
raining... I just looked up and the bag was missing... it
was a real surprise... I know very well no one could have
taken it, for there is no one around.... even the two tribals
who accompanied me were atleast 3 to 4 miles away from
this spot, since they too fear this terrain... all the yantrams
which I had specifically made for the consecration of
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idols, Dwaja Shambham, Bali Peetam for our temple of
Sai Amrita Narayana at Richmond were a part of these
Yantrams... it has almost taken two months for the
Yantrams to be made..a lot of work was put in to it....
how will I face our boys in Richmond?... I thought there
is something more to it.... I just took a deep breath.. this
is Lord grace and leela... ok... no problem... I started my
journey back and came to the spot where the two tribals
were waiting... I told them what had happened... they
too were perplexed... so we all were coming back to the
spot where Srimaan Neelakantan Namboodri was
performing the rituals for Suddhi of Yantras along with
another 3 brahmins.... I told him what all had happened...
he winked and smiled at me and pointed his finger to a
tree opposite from which the bag was hanging...... I know
this smile.... its this smile that has mesmerised me thru
out my life... its my master Su-Yen..... he laughed and
said.... ‘I just wanted to see as to how you have designed
the Yantras... when I came there you were happy with
your Prayogam deeply meditating.. so I didnt disturb you...
I brought the Yantras and had a look... great... you have
designed it to precision... good work.... ok.. I have
completed the job of Neelakantan Namboodri... poor
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guy... he is unwell... you wanted to do Prayoga Deva
Prashnam na? Let us do it and complete it’.... he stayed
with me another 24 hours and we completed the work...
he then left with the other three brahmins... the two tribals
also left... I walked back and came to my jeep... started
driving back to madurai... on the way, I received a call
from Srimaan Neelakantan Namboodri.. he felt bad that
he couldn’t make it... interestingly I came to know none
of the brahmins had come and the tribals too were not
available due to heavy rains... see how mystical and magical
are the ways of our master Su-yen..... Lords Grace..
✦✦✦

On a long journey of life, faith is the
best companion. It is the best
refreshment on the journey and it is
the greatest property.
Never loose faith for that
only keeps you going
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MASTER LEI PENG
Once I was in a thick forest in Kerala. there I found a
person trapped among a few Tigers and Cheetahs. He
was not in a position to move, I could understand that
he was not an ordinary person. If he were to be an
ordinary person, the tigers would have pounced on him
and devoured him by the time I found him, So I did a
small prayogam (A spiritual exercise as per Prayoga Sastra)
. Immediately the wild beasts moved away and he could
come out of it.
He was Lei Peng - the famous Lama from Tibet. What
is it I can do for you?’ he asked me smilingly after the
introductions were over. ‘If possible, make me a Lama,’
I replied.
He accepted it gladly and trained me in Tantrik
practices of Lamas. Later, I realized that he came far
South to Kerala, only to initiate me into Lama techniques.
Was getting trapped among Tigers and Cheetahs a ruse
to attract my attention? May be, I don’t know.
✦✦✦
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DR. ABDUL USMAN LATIF
During the early eighties, I used to visit Kashmir very
frequently. I like the place - particularly, for its varied flora
and fauna. I used to visit Hemkund Sahib Gurudwara
and Charar-E-Sherief often. Once when I was there, I
ran into Dr. Abdul Usman Latif. He was a great Sufi
Saint. He came to me and said: ‘My Son ! God has
destined that you should be a Sufi Saint. Why don’t you
learn Sufism from me ?’
I was happy to accept the offer and learnt Sufism from
him.
✦✦✦

If your problem has a solution,
then you need not worry about it...
If your problem doesn’t have a solution,
there is no point in worrying about it.
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PRAYOGAMS
I was doing a Prayogam in the forest called
‘PRERANA’...there were about 8 so called Brahmins
helping me out....one particular root which we offer in
the homam was procured three nights before on the
night of sukla paksha chathurdasi....It is normally
wrapped in a plantain tree leaf and kept...suddenly when
I asked for it, the Brahmins started searching for it....I
too searched....It was missing...I asked the Brahmins to
continue the homam with ghee, other herbs and
samiths...I just saw the prashna bhavam....It pointed
towards further South in the forest... I walked may be
around another 10 miles...there was a very big banyan
tree...near by there was a small rivulet...I just had a bath
and came near the banyan tree....below the tree was a
beautiful rock...on that was a wonderful carving of Yoga
Nrusimha...
I was wonder struck with his beauty...I meditated for
about half an hour and then I chanted the mantra
Rajapada Moola Mantra for about half an hour...a very
old man came there and asked me what is it I am doing...I
just told him this Murthy carved is so beautiful...so I got
very attached to it and that I was praying...he asked me
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the purpose of my praying...I said I just enjoy
prayers...most likely there is no purpose...he laughed at
me and asked whether I was praying for the root that
was kept in the banana leaf...I was dumb founded...he
took it out from a small bag which he was carrying... I
prostrated him...he said will you not hug me? And then I
hug ged him...he said go fast and complete the
Prayogam...I just walked a few steps and wanted to see
him once again...he was not there..I took it as the
blessings of Lord Nrusimha and walked back to complete
the Prayogam ‘PRERANA’...Lord’s ways are
mysterious...wonder him....praise the Lord....


There is a Prayogam called ‘BRAHMA KALPA’ which
I do in the forest... the tribals help me in a big way... I
need 3 ‘Vashas’ of Jackals / Foxes / Hyenas urine....fresh
one....It has to be consumed within 12 hours of taking
out....when I need to do ‘BRAHMA KALPA’ I inform
the tribals well in advance... I go to the forest two three
days before the Prayogam... they take a lot of pains to
collect it...3 Vashas is almost 21 litres....It has to be mixed
with the extract of a root called ‘VAMSA VRITHI’...
this Prayogam we do it for the welfare of families for
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generations... it is an Aapathu Samhara Prayogam....to
avoid big calamities in the family and world...the mixture
is consumed in about 5 hours time in small doses and
the homam is done in about 5 hours...after consumption
we have to continuously keep bathing for 48 hours... after
that we do the Prayaschitha Raksha Bhairava
Homam....really with Bhairava’s grace I enjoy doing this
Prayogam..


A telephone call of today....brings back good old
memories.. I was in the forest doing a Prayogam called
‘DHEERA’...the homam was going on.....deep in my
chanting... I could hear the crying of a child... I just
stopped the homam.... I just left in the direction of
cry....after travelling 5 miles South I reached a spot where
there was a small rivulet...I crossed the rivulet and near
the bush of a tree I saw a female baby may be 15 days
old crying.... she stopped crying as soon as I took her in
my hand... I crossed the rivulet and came back to the
spot where I was doing homam.. I requested the tribals
to feed her with some milk...one of the Brahmins who
was assisting me in the homam said...Is it not a sacrilege
to leave a Prayogam in the middle... I said deep in my
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chanting with Lord’s grace I heard the cry of a child, 5
miles away from this spot... I had to shorten the prayer
because the cries of the child incited the passions of a
mother inside me....you don’t worry...I will do the
necessary prayaschitham for the vignam... after
completion of the Prayogam...I took the child and left
the forest...I gave it to childless couple in Coimbatore to
bring her up as their child...just now I received a call from
her father, that she has attained puberty....now she is 12
years old....Lord’s grace...


I was doing some Prayogam in the forest...some so
called Brahmins were there with me to help me...that day
we were doing a Prayogam called ‘JAMBHAVI’...the
homam is being done by the Brahmins...I sit about 12
feet away...I have to sit in an Yantra Mandala neatly
drawn... I have to eat 16666 chillies in 72 hours of time
without drinking water... real Asura Vidya... one of the
Brahmins almost fainted on seeing this since he was new
in my group... he asked me how do you do this? I smiled
at him and said...I am not the doer...Lord is the doer...Lord
always takes care of every one....his compassion for all is
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tremendous... even today that boy whenever he sees me
is scared of me... are you not scared?


Many many years back to do some Prayogam I had
gone to Indonesia...one of the big Islands with a very
rich forest is Irianjaya....very beautiful....I was very deep
inside the forest doing a meditation... it is
called..’SUKARNADIKARI’.... after two days of deep
meditation..when I opened my eyes I was totally in a
different place....some tribals had shifted me to their
hamlet.... I do not know their language nor they had any
knowledge of English...once I opened my eyes they
brought three Cobras, quite huge ones and left them at a
distance from me...they were all standing in a circle around
me and praying to Lord... the Cobras just came near me
stopped...raised their hoods and went past me... Lords
Grace... then they brought three Vipers which are equally
poisonous... they too came near me and left past
me...finally they brought the biggest of all a King Cobra
around 18 to 19 feet in length...normally King Cobras
when they raise their hood they stand up one third of
their entire length...ie., more than 6 feet... the King Cobra
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almost raised the Hood and was dancing for more than
half an hour before that left....then from no where one
of their own tribes man came and spoke to me in broken
English....he asked some thing like this....Who you? Why
here come? What place?..I said I am just a traveler...I like
forest...I come from India...then the Chief of the tribe
told him some thing in his language and the man who
spoke to me in broken English asked me..you pray
God?...I was stunned...I didnt know what to say...he then
asked me...you come for prayers?...I was wonder
struck...how did these people know it? Then I gathered
courage and asked him ...how do you know it... he
laughed and Said...our Gods said..our snakes are the God’s
messengers.. they don’t harm good people...they
know...of all the King Cobra raised its hood and danced
half hour before you... it don’t dance before our priest
for even 2 minutes..then they offered me fruits to
eat...they gave me rice porridge..I requested them to allow
me to stay for another 4 days and they allowed...they
escorted me back from the forest to the shore...I travelled
back in a boat for 7 days to reach Kota Kinabalu in
Malaysia...Lords Grace....purely Lords Grace...even today
I keep wondering about this..
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It was quite warm day in summer in the forest....I was
feeling quite thirsty...I could not find any rivulet inside
nor any water...I was walking deep inside searching for
some juicy fruit....nothing was available.....I thought Lord
must be having some reason for this and that I cant
understand...I saw a Sage in the forest...he asked me what
I was doing in this part of the forest...I paid my respects
to him and told him...I just come here, roam around and
spend my time...I also told him...when my ego levels go
up, I prefer solitude and hence in forest my ego gets
totally dissipated...once dissipated I leave the forest... he
laughed...he said I can prove that all that you told is a
lie...would you like to challenge me... I said I don’t like
challenges in life...I just would like to accept out right
defeat...He laughed very loudly....In that hot summer day
within seconds clouds gathered and it started raining
heavily...he said what you require I have given...drink it
to your heart content...I require something from you....I
said ‘Yes’... by Lords Grace I must be able to do it....he
said please go 3 miles West of this place...there is a big
banyan tree...please do the Prayogam ..’AMRITA
VARSHINI’ and pray for the welfare of all...after that he
vanished in to the forest... lords grace I had the darshan
of the mighty ‘DEVENDRA’ that day...I continued my
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journey to the banyan tree and did the Prayogam...really
it was a wonderful experience...purely Lords grace...praise
the Lord..


I was walking inside the forest....still long way to
go....suddenly some one came and said....you cant go this
way....I said ok....I deviated the way and went in a slightly
different direction....once again after a few miles the same
person confronted me and said...you cant go this way...I
said ok....once again I deviated from that route a bit and
walked a few miles....the same person confronted me and
said ...you cant go this way... I said ok... this time that
person asked me if I go on obstructing you like this...you
cant reach your destination...I just prostrated him and
said...Oh My Lord Bhairava...the more the time you
obstruct me, I will have more occasions to see you....Oh
merciful Lord....how kind you are to this mean devotee
of yours....he smiled and vanished... I reached the
destination by chanting... “Suvanathvajaya Vidmahe Soola
Hasthaya Deemahi Thanno Bhairava Prachodayaat...”
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It was quite a cold day in the forest....as usual was
walking down...I had already covered around 10
miles...another 10 miles to go....Interestingly that day I
found the same place reappearing many times...I thought
the Lord was trying to convey something....So I just
stopped near a tree and sat down not knowing what to
do further...I was a bit tired and started sleeping..suddenly
a gush of hot air was being blown on my face and I
woke up to find a huge elephant before me...It raised its
trunk and gave a loud noise...It just turned and started
walking and I thought this is some message from the
Lord and I started walking behind it....I was walking
behind it for more than two hours and it finally stood
before a small cave in one of the mountains in the
forest....I just entered the cave....there was a lot of water
dripping inside the cave...through some opening on the
mountain, there was some light because of the Sun since
it was just around noon time....It was quite a huge cave...
and I went around it in the inside to find out why I was
guided to that cave...I spent almost 3 hours to figure it
out...at around 3 pm in the afternoon I saw something
spectacular happening right before my eyes....the Sun’s
rays directly entered through the large hole in the
mountain and fell on the wall of the cave and the wall
became reddish in color and I saw there was a huge
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beautiful sculpt work of ‘KAPAALA TANTRIKA
GANAPATHY’ with sixteen hands and different
weapons...with a huge Kapala Mala...and sitting on a
throne made of skulls...I was so moved and wanted to
do a Prayogam called, ‘SWARA SUDHA JEEVA
KRITHI’....but for that I needed a lot of bananas and
bilva patra...In my ecstasy I came running out of the
cave and found to my surprise a lot of bananas and bilva
patra and flowers....real huge quantities....I was damn
surprised and as I looked in the opposite direction in the
opposite hill a herd of elephants were standing and
shouting raising their trunk....I thanked Lord Ganapathy
and performed the Prayogam for the welfare of masses
by staying there for three days...Lord’s compassion and
grace cannot be estimated at all...he is ‘APRAMEYA’..
unmeasurable..... superb...wonderful...no words... as I think
of this incident now, my eyes are filled with tears...praise
the Lord...Lords grace...


One day myself and Sriman Balakrishna Sastry (who
attained Lords feet 2 years back) were walking in the
forest....heavy rains started and he got drenched like me
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totally....suddenly he started having high fever...lucky I came
across two tribals and sent him to their hamlet for rest
and treatment...I went inside the forest just about 7 miles
from the road where some more Brahmins had come
...some tribals were there for assistance....I was feeling
bad for Sastry....he always loved to sit with me in the
Prayogams and I was very badly missing him...for 2 days
I had to do some Prayoga Prayaschitthams...after 4 hours
Balakrishna Sastry along with two tribals from the hamlet
joined me and said he was ok and he would like to assist
me... I said ok...with a lot of enthusiasm he did all that
was to be done...after 2 days everything was over and
my self and Sastry left...the Brahmins were being escorted
by the tribals back.... I was talking with Sastry and walking
back....after about 3 miles Sastry was missing...I did not
know what to do...I thought let me go to the tribals
hamlet and with the help of tribals I wanted to search
for him....so I reached the tribals hamlet...I found Sastry
in the hamlet....I was surprised....he asked me how my
program went on these two days....I was stunned...then
the tribals told me that for the past two days he was
being taken care with some food and medication and
that only on that day he could get up...as I looked for a
clue as to who could have come in his form I found at a
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distance one Hound along with its two Siblings looking
graciously at me...Lord Bhairava had come with two of
his Ganas as Balakrishna Sastry and two tribals and
assisted us in the Prayoga Prayaschitthams...I was too
glad that Lord not only gave Darshan to me but also to
the Brahmins and the tribals along with me..... praise the
Lord...Lords grace.. “Om Apaththudaranaya
Mahabhairavaya Ksham Hum Phat Swaha...”


It was love at first sight....she was really beautiful....her
gait walk was too good....she had a special smell that
made my thoughts vanish..the elegance with which she
conveyed her thoughts used to arouse my deepest
sentiments for her...you will be surprised...I am talking
about the female boar....I call her ‘BRAHMINI’....many
times she will hide herself in the bushes and keep watching
as to what I am doing in the forest...after some time she
will make a peculiar sound...very very soothening...I know
that she is around....once long back I was in deep sleep
in the forest in a valley....at around midnight she came
and licked my face...I opened my eyes...she took her right
front leg and repeatedly kept it on my thighs at
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intervals...some sort of a signal...I didnt get up...then she
started pulling my dhothi...I knew she was conveying
some thing...It started raining....she started running and
I started running behind her... she was certainly trying to
convey something.... she took me on to top of the next
hill... just then Sun was rising from the horizon on the
other side... a huge noise.... there was a huge landslide
due to rains and the place I was sleeping was full of
rocks and rubles... she looked at it and as usual sounded
the way she sounds...I prostrated ‘BRAHMANI’... My
BHOOMA....


Sahana ‘Why are you taking so much pains to do all
this?’
Me

‘Dear I am not the doer? Lord is the doer and
he does’..

Sahana ‘How about the pain which you under go?’
Me

‘I don’t feel any pain....If felt Lord also gives
strength to with stand it’..

Sahana ‘What is the big enjoyment you get in doing all
this?’
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Me

‘When I see people joyous, I feel joyous, this is
the enjoyment I get’...

Sahana ‘All these years I have been watching you....your
dedication towards the Prayogam has only
increased despite advancing age... How is it?’...
Me

‘Since I always feel I am not the doer in any
action of mine and Lord is the doer there is no
stress in execution and completion of
Prayogams’.

Sahana ‘Some times I am very jealous of you...your
reaction to this?’..
Me

You are not the doer?’...

Sahana ‘Some times I feel as to why I was not blessed
with such masters... your reaction to this?’...
Me

‘The feelings are not yours....Its the Lord’s leela...
he is the creator of such feelings?’...

Sahana ‘Though I do some work for you....many times
my work is not dedicated like Yours... any advice
for me?’
Me

‘I am fully satisfied with what you do...I have
no complaints against you’..
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Sahana ‘You were never angry with me at any point of
time during our association of all these 40 years,
right from the day Maharishi Rajar introduced
me to you?’...
Me

‘Absolutely I was not angry with you since I
know that you too are a form of Lord and you
have been kind enough to assist me in doing
my Prayogams...I have always seen the Lord in
you and your actions..’..

Sahana ‘Will I regain my human form at some point of
time?’...
Me

Yes...you will regain...but that will take another
545 years...In the mean time we would have been
associated another 6 occasions’....

Sahana ‘My faith with you always remains the same and
my love to you’...
Me

‘Love you always.....let us start doing the
Prayogam Bringi...come and stand right next
to me on my left side’....

Sahana ‘Ok Dear’....
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What do you think is the above conversation? It is
the conversation between me and Yakshini by name
‘SAHANA’ in the forest during my recent visit last
month....


Parakaya Pravesham... its one of the finest arts of
Siddhis practiced by all Siddha Purushas.. the best part is
even a Gyani who is beyond these aspects which form a
part of Kaivalya depending on the needs of the society
do perform this practice... I know of some Aghoris who
do this practice in the interest of humanity.... Parakayam
neccessarily doest mean entering another human form....It
can be entering any medium of creation by preserving
the origin of existence intact... It is done for various
reasons which cannot be comprehended by normal
human beings... attributing motives to such practices
shows the poor quality of understanding of the
subject....It is done at the level of highest awareness of
consciousness...Its purely only Lords Grace....once myself
and Rajar had to jointly perform a Prayogam called
‘VEERA MEGHANAM’.... he had to enter the body of
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a monkey and I had to enter the medium of a banyan
tree.... then he will sit on me... monkey sitting on the
banyan tree and both will meditate jointly to do the
Prayogam... like this jointly we do have experienced many
out of body experiences by the pure grace of Lord....
Parakayam is a wonderful experience and one of the true
prayers towards Lord....Its Lords grace that makes the
Sadhaka to perform Sadhana.... absolutely Lords
grace...praise the Lord....


This happened some years ago...In the forest one day
on a ‘AASHADA POORNIMA’ day when I was busy
doing a Prayogam some samithas were missing.... next
some herbs were missing.... next some ghee was missing...
next some provisions were missing.... some vessels were
missing.... some implements were missing..... six months
later.... one day at night in the forest some one woke me
up... I got up to find a Dwarf....very very old in age..... It
asked me to follow it.... I just followed... after a journey
of around 3 hours.... we reached a place where there was
one more Dwarf.... they both spoke to each other for
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some time....then they asked the following questions and
I answered...
Q

Why is it that ‘DHARMA’ is objecting to our
reaching ‘PURANDARA’?

A

May be you offended ‘VATSALA’ the keeper of
gates...

Q

How should we please ‘VATSALA’ and win over
her?

A

You must get the great ‘VISHADA’ to talk to her....

Q

How can we make ‘VISHADA’ to talk to her?

A

‘VISHADA’ always listens to ‘AMBA’...

Q

How can we influence ‘AMBA’?

A

If she can get the amruta from ‘MRIGANAYANI’...

Q

How to get the amruta from MRIGANAYANI?

A

We need the blessings of Goddess Bagalamukhi....
for which we have to do the Prayogam... ‘BRAHMA
VAAGEESWARI’..... I said... I am prepared to do
it..... but I need materials..... samithas, ghee, vessels,
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herbs, provisions, implements that too stolen on
the Ashada Poornima day....... then this miracle
happened..... from no where a saint came to the
spot... he said ‘Dont you remember that last Aashada
Poornima day when you were doing Prayogam in
the forest some items and articles were missing..I
know where they are.....I can take you to that place
and you can do the Prayogam for these Dwarfs’....
so we all went with him..... he took us to a far off
place still deeper in the forest..... he just took a conch
and blew it..... all the materials stolen were tied in
sacks and were hanging on the backs of six bisons
and two leopards.... the saint also sat with me and
we started doing the Prayogam... ‘BRAHMA
VAGEESWARI’..... the two Dwarfs assisted us in
performing....... the agni lakshanam was too good
because of Lords grace... It means due to the
blessings of Goddess Bagalamukhi, Mriganayani has
blessed the Kumbham with Amruta.... we handed
over the Kumbham to Dwarfs..... when I closed my
eyes and meditated, I could see the Dwarfs handing
it over to Amba.... Amba putting a word to Vishada....
Vishada talking to Vatsala....... Vatsala pardoning the
Dwarfs...... and the Dwarfs change into Bhootha
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Ganas and prostrate Dharma and gates of the
celestial world ‘PURANDHARA’ opens....I find the
saint also prostrating Dharma and the wonder is
the saint is none other than Chitragupta..... I opened
my eyes full of tears of emotion to find the saint
smiling at me....I prostrated as he vanished... Lords
grace........


It was pitch dark.... Amavasya day.... I was just
observing the beauty of nature.... just the occasional
sounds of the beetles, crickets and insects.... no other
sound.... there was a lot of wind that day.... cool breeze
across signified.... It was raining some where far....
occasional thunder and lightning... just showing me some
times the beauty of the forest on the dark night.... with
Lords immense grace, to look into the darkness had
become a regular practice.... slowly it started drizzling... I
enjoyed getting drenched in the rain.... It was not a heavy
downpour... but was just enough to get drenched… as
though a bath in the shower... now I thought some one
tapped me on my back and turned back... no one was to
be seen.... Once again I started enjoying dancing in the
rain... once again a gentle tap on my back.... I was sure it
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was some one playing with me.... I stopped the dancing
and started observing in the dark.... nothing visible at
all... I knew there was something near me but I couldn’t
guess what it was... now it tickled me on the hips.... I
started laughing... I now knew who it was... I call her
MRINALINI.. she dances very beautifully and is very
fond of rains... many many years back when she was
very young seperated from her parents, myself and Rajar
spotted her and brought her to our place... she literally
grew with us... she dances very well...we both have danced
a lot together.... some of the Prayogams some times need
something called ‘Tantra Nrutyam’ where I need a partner
to dance... most of the times she is my partner in the
forest for most of the nrutyam.... I always feel Krishna
has sent his Jambhavathi in that form.... MRINALINI...
the Holy Bear...


Once during Navaratri, I was in the forest.... Its was
around 10 am in the morning.... bright sunshine... but
still cool... I heard the sounds of ‘kolusu’ and ‘bangles’.....
I just started looking around, I found one pair hanging
on a tree... after some time I heard once more and I
found one more pair hanging on another tree.... the trees
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are also unique..... they were two trees conjoined near
the base... after some time I saw an old lady walking in
the forest with much difficulty.... she was very tired... I
had some fruits, biscuits, in my bag and some water... I
just gave her to eat... she was quite happy.... I just pointed
out to the pair of kolus hanging down from the trees
and asked her what it is... she said some one might have
prayed to the trees and tied it and gone.... I said… I
heard the sound of it as though some one was wearing
and running around... she said.... may be the trees were
shaking due to wind and they were making sounds.... as
she left that place I too left... after walking for around 5
hours, I reached a small rivulet.... I just thought of taking
bath....I enjoyed the bath....I came back and as I was
wearing my clothes, I heard the kolusu / paayal sound
once again..... I was shell shocked.... the same trees on
which they were tied was just there and I was literally
standing below it...... the same old lady came there... she
smiled and asked me.... how lucky she is to meet me
once more.... It was quite amusing to me.... a lady who
could not walk at all properly... how is it that she could
have travelled here... I once again pointed towards the
tree and asked her... how is it that the tree has come
here.... she just smiled and disappeared..... then it flashed
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to
me....
she
is
none
other
than
‘CHETTYKULAMKARAI BHAGAWATHY..... the trees
are an embodiment of ‘VRIKSHA BHAVANI’ and
‘VANA DURGE’.... even today many of my prayogams
I do it below these trees..... Lords grace...


It was monsoon season.... heavy rains in Kerala... new
moon day.... I was just walking up and then down the hill
towards the valley... I could hardly see.... Just walking by
faith.... lots of lightning... very slippery.... I had a big
bamboo stick.... with it i was trying to have a feel of the
slippery ground... slowly walking towards the valley... just
then it happened.... suddenly I realised I was hanging
upside down... something had wrapped my legs and was
firmly holding.... and I was hanging upside down from
the tree but i could feel some thing strongly catching my
leg... I was in this position for a few hours and I went in
to deep slumber.... I just got up... as I fell down..... rain
had stopped... it was morning... I then realised some 20
feet away there was a deep gorge down the hill may be
about 500 to 600 feet.... as I just got up I realized that I
was thru out the night held by a massive python which
after dropping me was slowly moving in to the bushes
and disappeared...... probably Lord that day decided to
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extend my stay on earth... I offered my salutations and
prostrations to Lord Ananta Sarpa Narayana...


Lord is beautiful and merciful too... in one of the deep
jungles where that part I visit atleast 3 to 4 times a year,
there is a small waterfall.... behind the waterfall is a beautiful
cave.... water down at any point is only hip deep.... but it
takes half an hour to wade through in that water to
reach the point where the water falls from a height of
just around 40 to 50 feet. As you just enter through the
falls you can see the cave...I just enter there... walked
around 15 to 20 feet the cave ends and on the wall the
beautiful Bhairava and Bhairavi... just sit there through
the night...meditate for some time... some chanting...
some prayers.... the cave slightly illuminates in the pitch
darkness and you can clearly see the God with his
Consort... as it illuminates a pleasant fragrance reaches
the nose and it transponds us to a totally different world...
Lord is so beautiful... he is so merciful and he is so
graceful... praise the Lord... raise to the Lord... fill your
mind with Lord and dance with the
Lord....SATCHITANANDAM....
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It was quite a calm evening in the forest.... just some
chirping of birds and occasional sweet sounds of various
animals.... I was just sitting on a rock enjoying the
calmness and beauty of the forest... winter time... so it
was very green out there.... as I was observing the plants
and trees and appreciating the beauty of the Lord in the
form of forest, I could see two eyes straight looking at
me from a tree opposite to me... just curious to know as
to who it was I just got down from the seat of the rock
and went below the tree and started looking up....It just
vanished off...I thought it doesn’t want to reveal itself to
me and so returned back to my rock seat... once again
the eyes reappeared on the tree and started looking at
me...for once I thought it may be some sort of a bird or
animal and probably I am intruding into its privacy by
sitting there... I didn’t want to disturb its privacy and
hence decided to move out of the place.... I started
walking in the opposite direction...sun has set and it was
pitch dark... I just removed the torch from my bag,
switched it on and started walking... after two hours of
walk, I reached a small stream... I felt like taking bath....
removed my clothes.. with a towel around my waist I
started to bathe... completed my bath and came out and
started searching my clothes and the bag... In the dark I
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could not locate... so I started looking around... I saw a
faint light at a distance... so walked towards it.... It was
my torch switched on and directly pointing towards my
face... so for a second I had to close my eyes with my
palm and thru the fingers looked out to see the
light.....now I could figure out it was none other than
‘MEKALA’, a fully grown female leopard who was holding
the torch in her mouth... she came near and dropped
the torch.... she pushed me down and started licking my
face.. she spent the entire night by lying down beside me
and did not allow me to get up... In the morning she got
up early and left... I spotted my bag and clothes by my
side...Lords grace...


When I was just roaming deep inside the
forest...suddenly a forest ranger came from no where and
was enquiring as to what I was doing in the forest...
though I am quite familiar with some, there are some
new recruits who do not know me...I just said I come
here for some prayers... he said... do you know that there
are a lot of tigers in this area? I said ...Is that so? As we
were talking...he suddenly started gasping...I asked him
whether he was not well....he was perspiring....I didn’t
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know the reason for his perspiration... he made some
signs which I could not understand... just then I felt a
tiger was rubbing its body on me and started licking my
right fingers....I knew who it Is.. just saw her...Its a tigress...
I affectionately call her DURGA...she has a bindi like mark
on her face exactly in the centre between the eye brows...
she is old but very majestic and beautiful... almost we
know each other for 30 years.... some times she used to
push me down and lick my face.. after she left I was
searching for the ranger... he was not to be seen...
subsequently one day when I was having some tea in
Vandiperiyaar suddenly some one fell on my feet... I just
got a little bit embarrassed as many were watching....he
asked who are you? I said smilingly....I do hope that I’m
a human just like you... just gave him one Maharishi dollar
and left the place before any one else could notice all
this...


As usual a good gratifying trip... was inside the forest
for a few days....as I was going in the deep forest it started
raining cats and dogs.... so found a nice cave in the
mountains about 25 feet width and around 30 feet
depth... so entered the cave.. had friends inside... two
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grown tigers and a leopard... Lord’s grace could spend 8
hours with them... quite beautiful moments... all the four
of us were in perfect harmony... the two tigers were more
playing... my self and the leopard were observers watching
the show... after 8 hours since the drizzle had come down
I had to leave reluctantly...I thank the Lord for those
beautiful moments with him...


‘ M A N A G H A J A K A L A J U R AVA R A D H I
PATHURAMALUDASHEVAGARANA’ is the name of
a Prayogam which is done to ward of Evil spirits (more
exists in the form of polluted thoughts).. to do this
Prayogam it takes 3 days.. after this Prayogam one has
to chant 10,00,008 times gayathri mantra, perform
1,00,008 times of mantra as homam and 10,008 times
tharpanam.... The tharpanam has to be done in Milk and
Jaggery mix...


Brahmins had said ‘Bye’ and left... I started trekking
inside with two tribals.... a small rivulet we crossed... As I
started my journey in a particular direction, the tribals
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said.... ‘We can’t come beyond this... we have never
ventured this terrain... so kindly permit us to go back to
our hamlet’....I smiled at them ... thanked them and bid
bye... I was slowly walking... the sun was setting and in
twilight seeing becomes difficult...You can always see
better during day and less during night... but twilight
almost blinds a person... so I thought of staying back
some time.... could locate a rock below a tree... I just lied
down on the rock since it was a bit flat at the top and
slept... well past midnight, some one woke me up with a
lantern in hand.... a very old lady with a beaming smile,
asked me.... have you lost your way, my child.... I said...
some how I had a desire to visit this part of the forest
for long... so the desire got fulfilled today... and now I am
able to see you... she took me to a small hut not too far
from that place... she gave me some rice porridge to
drink... after a while I had the fortune of listening to the
Nada Brahmam of the Aksharas of Indra Sabha... in
Prayoga Sastra it is called ‘KAAVEERI’.... its a very rare
part of Prayoga Sastra... as she sang I had to learn and it
was a session which took 78 hours ...after this session, a
question will be asked... and if the question is answered
wrongly or not the expected satisfaction, we will forfeit
all that and can’t remember what was taught... so once
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the session was over... she asked me a question...’How is
it that you have come into this part of the forest with
out being scared’? I said.. ‘Dear God...thank you for being
there when nobody else was’... She was elated with the
reply and she allowed me to prostrate her... I just turned
and walked away... .these memories of ‘INDRANI’ always
remain with me.... Lords grace...


Engrossed in doing a Prayogam..... I was just lying
below a tree and was attempting to take a quick nap for
15 minutes... may be I slept a little bit more and I could
feel something licking my left ears and I woke up to find
‘JUMA’... she is a fully grown spotted deer.... I just got up
and hugged her...then she leapt jumped and started
running...she is very fast very early morning, birds started
chirping and I could see the sun trying to peep out from
the far away mountain to the east.... It was quite a tough
previous day when I was totally tired and I can’t run to
catch her... she went near a bush and was peeping out....
It looked as though she was calling me... so I went near
her and then she started walking slowly inside the forest
and I followed her... after about half an hour we reached
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a spot where there were thick bushes and tall trees.... she
had given birth to 3 siblings... I couldn’t understand the
reason for her showing me her kids... as I was about to
leave she caught hold of my dhothi and sat..... I could
understand that she doesn’t want me to leave.... as I was
decyphering to find out the real reason behind it, I saw a
vulture sitting on a tree top.... then it struck me and looked
at her kids... two were healthy and one was in a pretty
bad shape.... normally vultures eat the dead... they don’t
kill.... there is a root called ‘MRIGA SANJEEVANI’
which helps especially deers in an emergency.... so I sat
and prayed to Vana Durga to show me a way.... what a
surprise the deer and its siblings were only sitting under
the Mriga Sanjeevani plant... I just took a plant cut the
root... I crushed the root and gave the juice thru the
mouth.... yaup in the sky I could see the vulture flying
away.... Lords Grace...


A few years back a very great Vaamachari entered the
forest with the sole aim to immobilise me or if given a
chance to eliminate me... he was a very great Vaamachari...
a very immaculate person with big techniques of sorcery
on hand... we know each other very well... but some how
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over a period of time he developed a lot of professional
jealousy on me.... but basically he was a good person.. I
was doing a Prayogam in the forest called ‘MAYANKA’
where we propitiate Lord Sarabheshwara... nearby to the
place where I was doing Prayogam, he started doing
‘Abhicharam’ of the highest order.... he was busy inviting
all the negative energies... In about 3 hours he assumed a
lot of energy entered a Hyena... since I completed the
Prayogam ‘MAYANKA’, I had to take bath and was at
the stream taking bath... on the banks I saw the ferocious
Hyena... Lords Grace I knew that it was my Vaamachari
friend.. the Hyena was waiting on the banks.... he knew
if he jumped in water he will loose his power.... I just
went to the opposite bank and he would come charging
to the other side... I will once again slip in to the water...
I was just playing this game of hide and seek for the sun
to set, since it was Amavasya (new moon)... the game
will be different... the Aabhichara Prayogam which he
had done is powerful on Chathurdasi but weakens during
Amavasya... exactly by 7 pm that day Amavasya starts...
once Amavasya started I came out of the water.... he
was very angry and leaped on me.... with Lords Grace I
just moved... the Hyena hit its head on a big rock behind
and started bleeding profusely... I called the tribals and
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asked the Hyena to be treated with herbal medicines... I
went to the place where his body laid still.... I called a few
tribals there and we gave him sum first aid.... they helped
me in bringing him to my car parked on the road... I
drove him to a hospital 50 kms away. it was an Ayurvedic
hospital... they treated him for 3 days and he was alright...
I saw him off from Kochi.... now he is a reformed man...
he is a Saint and lives in Himalayas...


Some times while doing Prayogams we use different
types of malas in different styles... one particular
Prayogam is called CHINTARNAWAR....while doing this
kind of Prayogam we use the Rudrakasha Mala like
Janjam...(yagnopavitha
r upam)....
when
CHINTARNAWAR is done towards the Pitrus we wear
it the opposite side... ie., Pracheena Veetam.... this
particular Prayogam is done for Loka Kalyanam... some
times this Prayogam is also done to benefit persons who
suffer due to Dementia, Parkinson’s disease... If Kravit
Akshara Prayogam is done with it, it cures paralysis... If
Serka Akshara is added it helps people to recover from
schizophrenia.. mental retardation....
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Sri Nrusimha Saraswathi was considered to be the
incarnation of Dattatreya. He was born in Maharashtra,
and he was a great saint and also a Dakshachara Tantrik.
He had many devotees.
Once a family, consisting of a husband, wife and two
children went on a pilgrimage to Guru kshetra in their
new vehicle. They were the devotees of Nrusimha
Saraswathi.
I do not know anything of this family. Still, I received
a note which foretold me that this family would be killed
in an accident. I did not know why I was given such a
note. Still, with a particular incantation of tantrik art I
could rescue the family from a total disaster.
Though the Guru has left his mortal remains he takes
care of his disciples. I felt very glad that such a great
saint has chosen me to save his devotees.


A daughter-in-law is a new person in a family. The
family members should treat her as their own daughter.
When the parents of a girl think that their daughter
should live in comfort in her-in-laws house, they have
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the same responsibility in treating their daughter-in-law
on the same lines. If there is any misunderstanding among
them, it is enough to destroy the peace of that family.
There are people suffering from mental stress. Some
of them are serious, and some of them are not. I do give
some counselling to such people.
One day a friend of mine told me that his daughterin-law behaved strangely. Some times she would swoon.
Then she would speak strangely under the influence of
the village deity. She would stage a terrible dance then,
though it was not a nice thing to the family members,
they were not in a position to do anything.
On invitation, I went there and observed the lady’s
behaviour. She looked at me as if she was not at all
interested in me. On seeing, I could find what was ailing
her. Suddenly I leapt on her and grabbed the gold chain
from her neck. She caught hold of it. Then I slapped
her, on the face. She fell down on my feet and confessed
that she was behaving strangely, only to keep her motherin-law at bay. Then I advised the family members to treat
her with dignity.
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The other day due to some Prayogam purpose I was
wearing rings 2 on my left fingers and 3 on my right.... I
was wearing a chain too... after a long time I met an
good old friend of mine near a bus stop... on seeing the
rings and my chain he asked me... on road 5 Lacs or 6
Lacs?.... I smiled at him... I told him if you come with me
I can show you something more beautiful.... I had a cloth
and I asked him to hold the cloth... he held it for me... I
removed all the rings and the chain and tied the cloth... I
had one more cloth in the bag and I made it like a small
ball... I said just feel it... he said its too heavy... now see
the tamasha I said... just keep walking with me.... we
went on the main road... by lanes... .I was just searching...
he was puzzled at my behavior... I said we have to walk
fast.... I saw a woman and understood that she is the
person I am searching for... she had kept some mangoes
in a big basket. She was busy calling autos....she also had
a bundle of some curry leaves on top neatly stacked in a
sack... I asked him to purchase two mangoes from her...
as he was doing it, I just slipped the bundle into her
curry leaves sack... we just left the place... he asked me
where is the bundle... I said where are the mangoes... he
took it out from bag... I said who knows... probably it
has gone with the curry leaves.... he was stunned... I said
to my friend... now tell me what is my worth on road?....
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he asked whats all this.... I said this is called Prayogam... I
don’t think he understood...


Today I had gone to tank bund.... I was just looking
up the sky... a jet was streaming across the sky.... some
passer by was wondering as to what I was seeing.... he
just said... ‘Have you never seen a plane going across the
sky?’... I smiled and said... ‘Yeah...what you said is right...
but I was wondering at my school days friend traveling
in that flight along with his family from Perth to Dubai...
I am happy that I could see him now after all these 35
years... Lords grace that I didn’t miss him’.... he looked at
me as though he was seeing an animal in the Zoo... Lords
grace how curious the people, he has made in this part
of the world....


Through my Guru Maharishi Rajar those days I knew
a Vedic pundit by name Sri Siva Gurunadha Sastry, who
hailed from a village near Paramakudi , South of Tamil
Nadu, those days... I used to meet him very often to get
to know the intricacies in Vedas... I used to call on him
as per directions of my Guru Rajar..... some how he used
to like me a lot and used to very often say... ‘I would be
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glad if you do my Samskaram after death’.... I used to
laugh at this since he had 3 sons and 3 daughters... one
day when I was in forest with Maharishi Rajar, he told
me to go and meet Sri Siva Gurunadha Sastry at his
village and do a duty which I was expected to do.... I
could not understand my Master’s words... I just left and
came to the village... he had died the previous night and
the six children were quarreling about his property... he
had a lot of self earned property and he had written a
will writing the entire property in the name of some Veda
Patashalas , Orphanages and to his Kula Devata... nothing
he had written in the name of his kids... so the kids
refused to perform his funeral.... I got the opportunity
to perform his funeral when I was 18 years old... Other
than my Father’s Shrardham, I almost get done 56
Shrardhams in a year for people known to me or where
ever I have done the Deha Samaskaram... Lords grace...


He was playing the piano.... I was sitting on the shelf....I
didn’t know time pass.... Fantasy? What to do... just 4
minutes left... some how I have to move him away from
the spot.... Ok let me try this... I have no other option....
I just ran down the shelf and bit him on his toe... He felt
the pain and rushed to the restroom to clean it with
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Dettol... that came the sound... He rushed back from
from the rest room to find the ceiling fan crashed into
the piano....
Lucky his head escaped... he calls his mom on phone
and says... ‘Mom, there are too many rats at home... One
had bitten my toe and the other the wire of the ceiling
fan.. the fan fell on my piano and its broken... We must
call pest / rodent control.... too much imagination... he
must have checked the ceiling... It has just given way...
why blame rats... now I really got scared...
I left the place silently before pest control came in...


All have eaten and gone... still I am lucky..... there is a
piece of a loaf bread on the dining table.... I could smell
it..... carefully was climbing the wooden leg of the table....
sudden calling bell.... just tightly held on to the wooden
leg... he walks in and sits on the table.... he notices the
left over piece..... just removes it and throws it out of the
window... I just got down from the table and ran towards
the window.... the lady of the house came charging with
the broom stick... I escaped out of the window.... I just
searched for the bread piece and my brother squirrel was
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holding it in the mouth... as I looked at him he dropped
a portion of it from the tree.... I took it in my mouth
and had to run almost a mile... I took it to my home in
the garden.... I came out of my hole and went to the
market... lots of berries in the market.... I searched for
almost half an hour for that one berry... finally got it...
went back to my place.... I just kept the piece of bread
and berry in my mouth and ran to the church nearby... I
was keeping the bread and berry in my mouth... I was
just waiting.. I was patient.... the mass has begun in the
church.... now came running the lady with her son... she
was late... I just kept the piece of bread and berry by the
side of the boy... I was just observing... the boy saw the
bread and berry by his side.... he just took it and ate it....
I am so happy about this.... my Sunday morning prayer
Lord has answered...


There were a lot of security check going on....a big
Fella’s wedding...I just tried to go in... they asked me for
the invitation....I said I don’t have one, but I would like
to eat and leave... I also told him, I am hungry... the
security guards at the gate refused and said they cant
allow people without invitations.... so I tried three four
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times to go with big groups inside but I was promptly
spotted and thrown out.. now the security guard
threatened me that they would call the police... there was
already a Tata sumo Police van with some cops inside
waiting near the shade of the tree... then I took a chance...
I said I know the bride’s dad only that I have forgotten
the invitation... so one of the guard went inside and
brought some young boy around 20 years... probably a
relative of the bride... I told him that I am hungry and I
would like to eat and go.... he looked at me and was not
convinced.... but reluctantly took me to the dining hall...
It was buffet dinner... he gave me a plate and told the
guys there to allow me to eat.... so I went round with the
plate searching for ‘Andhra Mango Pickle’... AVAKKAI...
I just took one piece of pickle and standing and tasting
it... It was really good... I took one more.. then one more...
and then one more...some one noticed it went and
informed that boy.... the boy came and asked... why are
you eating only pickle? I just smiled, thanked him washed
my hand and left the hall... I am happy that the Runam
with that family got over.. now they can go their way
and I can go my way..... Lords grace...
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Where is He? just searched three four times in the
adjoining two lanes... just missed him by a whisker... Oh
Lord… so close and missed... once gain let me see my
luck... I drove back in the same lane.. he was standing
there ringing the bell... Sone Pappdi Wala... Haha... I gave
him Rs.10 and he gave Pappdi... Haha very delicious...
real good.... It touched my heart... I gave him a tight
hug.... he was stunned... I said... real good stuff... just
keep this with you... by the time he realised what it was I
vanished.... real good Sone Pappadi..... even 742 years
back he gave a sweet to me... still that taste too is
lingering....


Astral travel.... as I am searching Lord across the
cosmos, my ideas were fixed about him....I wanted to
see Venkatramana with Shankhu and Chakra... that
wonderful Pundarikam... those nice beads of Diamonds...
Salagrama Mala etc., I just saw a boy... coming across
jogging... with a brand new T-shirt with a remark... ‘Hey
Sexy.. kiss You... Smoooooooch’.... a nice short and
Reebok shoes.... I went to him and asked... ‘Where can I
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see my Venkatramana?’... he gave a golden smile and
went away... Ahaa...... How stupid I was... I missed the
Lord....


Some one said... I would like to do distributor business
for cool drinks and fruit juices... how will be my future?
I said … thats all.. Govinda Govinda...
I started doing distribution business for cool drinks
fruit juices etc.,
Then one day he came and asked... shall I do some
the oil and flour business...
I said … thats all.. Govinda Govinda...
I started doing oil and flour business...
Then one day he came and asked ...shall I do cigarette
cigar business?
I said … thats all.. Govinda Govinda...
I started doing cigarette and cigar business....
Then one day he came and asked me shall I start to
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manufacture and produce health foods in a factory?
I said … thats all.. Govinda Govinda...
Now I have started a factory to manufacture health
foods...
The other day he asked me...what all you said ‘No’ to
me.... you yourself started doing.... why you said ‘No’ in
my case?
You wanted to do business, earn well and have a name
in the society... I wanted to just feed people and take
care of their small pleasures... I do business as charity....
If you want to do business as business and not as charity,
food industry is not your line.... Go and do iron and
steel... or scarp business... You will shine and come up in
life and your future will be excellent...I don’t think about
future... I live the present...so I do my charity in my own
way...


Yesterday something interesting happened... I invoked
my good friend Subha, an Yakshini.... when I have some
thing very intimate to discuss, she is the best companion,
for she can look into things in depth and advice.. Yaksha
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Rajan and Yakshinis are not the way they are portrayed..
people who have no knowledge have started talking about
them that too negatively.... they are one of the best
cosmic companions of a true Prayogi... its Lords pure
mercy and grace that I am associated with them... their
way of looking at things whether mundane or spiritual is
par excellence... the kind of work they do, due to their
love for the cosmic nature is tremendous... I am
overwhelmed by their compassion..lords grace...


He was telling me... Guruji, you promised and you didn’t
come home Last month... 1st occasion..... water was
poured on me and chased a way... 2nd occasion.... You,
your wife and two kids were about to leave that day for a
movie called ‘Life of Pie’ in iMAX.... already you were
late... I was there with a begging bowl and literally you
pushed me and left..... 3rd occasion... when I came to
repair your bathroom pipe as a plumber, you were scared
that I may rob some thing from the house and were just
staring at me till I completed the job... when I asked you
for water, You gave a big lecture on the water problem in
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the colony.... You agreed to pay me Rs.150/- for the job,
but you gave me Rs.100/- and pretended as though you
didn’t have any more money....
How many more times you expect me to knock your
door?


Last month I was traveling by a train from Chennai to
Madurai..... boys had come to see me off at the station...
they got me a few magazines and a water bottle.... The
train left Egmore.... I was just enjoying the beauty of the
nature by looking at the greenery outside thru the
window... an aged person was sitting near me.... he
scanned the magazines.... he started talking to me....
He So you stay at Madurai....
Me I stay everywhere....
He You look like a religious person...
Me Its the beard that creates such doubts in the minds
of others...
He Where is your Ashram / Mutt?
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Me Please leave your address with me... once I start I
will inform you...
He Then what do you do for your living?
Me Smuggling....
He was taken a back for some time and then said...
He I think you are angry on me...
Me Exactly...
He Can I know the reason what angered you?
Me Your first son is in America.... he went 20 years back
settled there and has 3 kids thru his American wife...
your second son is working in the Tahsildar office
in Madurai... You live with your second son... his
income is meager... still he takes care of you well....
but you keep on comparing him with your first son...
when your moods are pretty bad you talk fowl
language with your daughter-in-law.... You have
enough things to ponder about before you die....
Now in what way you talk with me and knowing
about me help you to solve your problems... when
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you get down from this train, let fresh thoughts of
the divinity wash across the dirty thoughts of your
mind, by transforming you into a better person and
your family can enjoy at your instance...
When he got down from the train he was red faced
and was wondering how I knew his sat-charitra....


A couple of days back I happened to go to jubilee hills
area to meet an elderly gentleman known to me for more
than three decades... along with his family members he
was playing rummy card game.... I too joined them.... all
of them were winning games after games... as usual I
prefer to be on the loosing side... then my friend asked
me... how is it that you have not won a single game and
you are loosing.... I said... you all make sequences and win
the rummy game.... I am busy breaking all my sequences...
so at the outset if I have A, K, Q, J, I make it a point to
start throwing one by one... I said I pick up all wrong
cards... I just throw the joker... my idea is to play and not
win....I like play but I don’t play for winning... by throwing
away the cards I was making the person sitting next to
me happy because what ever I threw was useful to him...
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I could see a lot of happiness in his face.... in turn when
he is happy he will try to make the one sitting next to
him happy...once you are happy, contentment follows and
we try to make others happy... since in the past I have
won many games, today I don’t play games... but I do
enjoy playing.... there is nothing more I need to conquer...
there is nothing to prove... to me today I see Lord in
everything whether it is a win or no win, whether it is
good or bad, whether it is right or wrong, whether its a
profit or loss... but I do enjoy seeing others happy... so
some small tricks I do to keep others happy.... Its all Lord’s
grace..


I was just staring at some one in the crowd...
His thoughts started moving...
Probably Guruji has known that I told a lie to my
mom Today morning..
Or is it that he knows I have cheated some people in
my life...
Or is it that he knows I am involved in a extra marital
affair at office with my secretary....
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Or is it that he knows I beat my wife last week after
coming home drunk...
I just went near him and told him....Hey... you shirt is
very nice...
He was relieved...
Poor guy... he doesn’t know that I could read his mind...
what can I do... I only pray for his peace and told the
Lord... Lord please take care of him at the time you
decide to spill the truth...


A super fast express train from Kolkota to New Delhi....
traveling at a great speed..... all are sleeping....Its around
2 am today morning.... the kid is just 9 months old sleeping
with her mom on the upper berth.... in the speed the kid
has rolled a bit off from her mother’s grip... she is at the
edge of the berth...... In the lower berth was a man who
refused to give the lower berth citing back pain when
the lady with the kid requested him for the lower berth....
he was snoring..... there was this beautiful beetle in the
compartment that was watching... the kid was almost
about to fall... the bee flew down and entered the ear of
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the man in the lower berth... he just jumped, got up and
had the opportunity of catching the kid as she fell down
from the berth... the woman woke up and thanked the
man for his having saved the child.... the man vacated
the lower berth and the woman came down with her
baby to sleep.... the baby is going to live a big life full of
service to humanity till her age of 87 years.... the beetle
sighed a big relief and as the train stopped at Mugalsarai
junction flew away.... joyous 2013....


Another sunny day..... just was waiting for the bus at
Perumbalur....I had to go to Madurai.....Its a national
highway in Tamil Nadu... suddenly an Innova car came
and stopped... the driver came out shouting at the
passengers and left the car... It looked no one knew to
drive the car... they had some altercation with the driver
and he got annoyed and left... I asked them where they
need to go... they said they were on a trip to Madurai...
I said I can drive them down to Madurai but further
they may have to help themselves.... as I was driving the
car conversations started picking up.... as usual, they
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wanted to know about me....I said, I am businessman
and I do rice business.... then they said they were going
to Madurai to meet a saint....I was glad to hear this....the
woman who looked to be the head of the entire team
started talking about the saint.. It seems she had traveled
with across the globe and attended many discourses and
poojas... she was describing him as King, Philosopher,
God Father and Guide.... then she said.... It seems the
saint will ask her suggestion for anything and everything...
It seems he even told her that in her next Janma she will
be his Guru... this was going on and on....we arrived at
Madurai...I dropped them at their relatives place and left
by an auto to my hotel.... in the evening I had to go and
meet a wealthy man who helps me in my need... I had an
appointment with him.... I went to his place to find a lot
of people there... probably he had invited them since he
wanted me to know them.... In that group the people
for whom I had driven the car were also there.... he was
introducing me to every one and then the turn of the
group came.....every one in the group started perspiring...
I was just silent and they were too as I was being
introduced.... a kid from the group called me, ‘Driver
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Mama’.... I could not control my laughter when I saw
them controlling the child... I just said to the child...’I
look like your driver’... for which she said ‘Yes’.... a major
embarrassment for the family was avoided....


Around 15 years back in one of my disciples house
they were doing some Yantra Pooja...(that day my sishyas
were doing and I just went there to have a look).. since
inside it was full and suffocating, I just came out and was
sitting outside.... some one around 70 years came and
asked me... ‘Has the pooja started?’.... I said … ‘Yes’...
Has Swamiji come?.. my other disciple by name ‘Swamy’
was inside... and hence I told him... I saw swami inside.....
he went inside... he had an opinion, how a swamiji should
be and hence he came out saying to me... Swamiji has
not come.... I asked him... how about some tea? So we
went to a tea shop and had tea... then I took one paan
and I asked him how about a paan... he said... ‘Shiva
Shivaa’..... I thought like Masala Paan, Zarda Paan there
is something called ‘Shiva Shivaa’ and told the paan boy
to make one ‘Shiva Shivaa’.... the boy stared at me....
then this gentleman told me.... the problem with now a
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days man is they don’t understand simple things in life....
I just called ‘Shiva Shivaa’ because I don’t take Paan.... I
said... ‘I am extermely sorry to have offended you’... he
said.... now a days kids don’t understand manners,
discipline... they don’t know how to talk to elders....I said...
yeah I can understand that... he immediately said... I am
talking about you only..... then I said that’s why I said I
can understand... If its for some one else I can’t
understand.... then we came back to the place pooja was
taking place.... he went inside to look for Swamiji and I
went and stood in the upstairs which is open to sky just
enjoying the moon light... the pooja was over and he
was still waiting for darshan of Swamiji... I didn’t want to
disappoint him by not seeing him at same time I don’t
want him to feel offended... I said I have a Prayogam to
do and covered my entire face with a red cloth just keeping
the eyes portion open.... he said... I just came to seek
your blessings... I just said.... ‘Shiva Shivaa’.....


Lots of rush...lot of people waiting..... the queue is
almost a km in length... I just parked my car at a distance
and walked down.... went straight to the gate.. there were
a lot of security personnel waiting outside trying to
discipline the crowd.... I just said I would like to go in....
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they refused.... I just came back to the car.... drove past
Shamshabad airport... waited on the road parking the
car to the left... a wonderful porsche cayenne car came
near me and stopped.... Swamiji got down from the car
and got in to my car... just chatted with him for some
time and drove him back to his place... now the same
security officers opened the door allowed the car inside...
I told Swamiji I will park the car inside for some time
since I had some work in the neighborhood and there
the problem is parking space... I just came out entered
McDonalds and purchased some french fries.... came back
to the bungalow... Swamiji was giving pada namaskaram
to his disciples... one of the disciple said... ‘Go in the
queue...don’t jump queue’, so I stood in the line came up
to Swamiji... Swamiji got up on seeing me....why did you
come in the queue....I said Swamiji since you like
McDonalds french fries very much, I just parked my car
here and went to get you also a packet... the security
officer standing next to Swamiji almost jumped on me
and said Swamiji doesn’t take french fries... Swamiji
gracefully took the packet from my hand and started
taking french fries... I just took leave of Swamiji.... what
sort of disciples and security officers? They even don’t
know the taste of this Swamiji....
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When i was young may be around 15 years one of my
close friend in school died of blood cancer.... his spirit/
soul used to talk to me.... I was a lot immatured and I
told one of my relative that I am in conversation with
my friend who died... the news spread... all were in panic...
I was taken to an elderly person in my family (an uncle
of my mother), who in turn referred me to be seen by
an exorcist.... the exorcist on seeing me said that one of
my close relative had done some black magic on me and
that needs to be removed... it was real fun.... he made me
sit... called all the Gods and spirits.... to my knowledge I
could not see any of them... that day interestingly I could
see one of the exorcist’s forefather standing and saying
something to him.... when I was about to leave the place,
I told the gentleman.... ‘One of your forefather is busy
standing next to you and was saying something, as you
were praying for me... I smiled and said probably he is
trying to suggest something to solve my case...... this
man got really scared, went and met my grand uncle who
referred my case to him... without the knowledge of my
parents my grand uncle came one day to my school during
the lunch time and asked me as to what was going on
with me... interestingly that day I could see a spirit behind
him and told him to watch his steps when he walks.... he
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could not understand.... next day he had a fracture... when
I met Maharishi Rajar I told him the whole episode....
Rajar scolded me and asked me to exercise restraint... I
stopped telling people about anything I could visualise
from that day... it was real fun when I happened to see
the so called exorcist after an year on the road.... virtually
he started running on seeing me.... if I think of this
incident even today, I have a heart laugh....


I was once staying at Moonar with a friend of mine in
a small shed like structure with a wooden door... heavy
rains were lashing outside... may be past midnight.... my
friend woke me up... he said some one is knocking the
door.... I said... please go and open.... he said... its late in
the nite and I am scared... I said... Ok I will go and open....
I just went and opened the door... it was pitch dark
outside and I couldn’t see any one in the dark... I had a
torch in my bag... so I went back collected the torch and
switched it on.... I couldn’t find any one.... heavy roaring
rains... I just came back and slept.... I just got up in the
morning.... my friend was not to be found...... he had
left.... I just closed the shed and locked it and gave the
keys to the shop wala who had rented out the place for
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the nite... I just walked to the bus stand to catch a bus to
Ernakulam.... I found my friend there.... on seeing me he
was trembling.... he asked me....’Are you a beast of some
sort? I said.... may be.... what happened? In the morning
when I got up I saw a very big long snake, quite huge
sleeping by your side and your hand was on the snake in
a hugging posture’.... Then I realised...probably it is
‘UMA’.... a very huge Raja Nagam... a king cobra may be
around 14 or 15 feet in length was sleeping with me... I
normally sight her in Moonar Rajamalai area.... she has
only knocked the door at nite and lords grace without
my knowledge I could spend the nite with her... Lords
grace... even today when I see her I remember this
incident...


Sum 10 years back during one of my trips to Kolkota,
I wore a red shirt and a pant.... took a taxi from park
street to Ballygunje... we crossed a few lanes... and then I
asked the taxi to stop outside a house... lots of rush... as
I got down from the car, all comrades came, received me
and took me inside.... their leader had passed away... they
brought a flower garland and gave it to me... I garlanded
the leader and paid my respects... my job was over...
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I came out... left for sunderbans forest... travelled in a
boat.... got down on a marshy patch... I was just trying
to figure out the place.... I could see the tree... below the
tree was a plant... on a careful inspection I could spot the
beetle sitting on one of the leaves... I was filled with joy...
from my bag I carefully took out another beetle and kept
it by the side of the beetle on the plant.... the beetle I
had carried was the one which I took out from the
garland... it has taken me 845 years for me to unite these
two souls..... Lords grace...


A couple of days back, I went to jubilee bus stand.... I
was waiting patiently for that family... they are going to
Sholapur.... they got down from the auto... I moved
towards them and said I will carry their luggage... the
elderly person asked … how much are you expecting?....I
said... Rs.20/-... he said I can give only Rs.10/-... I said
Ok... since I can’t squat down I called a young lady to
keep the suitcase on my head.. there were two more
bags which I held it in my left hand... I held the suitcase
on my head with right hand.... I asked the boy to take
whatever money was there in my pocket... the boy was
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happy when he saw a couple of Rs.100/- notes.... lucky
for the family the bus to Sholapur was just coming out
of the bus stand.... we all rushed near the bus... slowly all
the 4 members of the family got in to bus... the old man
forgot to give me the money... as soon as the bus started
moving I just shouted at the old man... ‘My Coolie’.... he
just threw a 10 rupee note from the moving bus... I just
collected the money and took my car from parking lot
and went straight to Sanath Nagar... there will a physically
handicapped person seeking alms.. I handed over this
Rs.10 given by the old man and additionally paid another
Rs.468/- to him.... he was very happy... I too was very
joyous.... I thanked the Lord... Lords grace..


The other day I saw a woman asking for change from
the priest for Rs.10/- to drop Re.1/- in his plate in the
temple.... she looked quite rich with a lot of jewels on her
and a chauffeur driven Innova waiting for her outside
the temple... she was seen arguing with the old man
outside the temple safe guarding her sandals... after she
left I went to the poojari inside the temple and gave him
Rs.500/- and told him that the woman who asked him
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the change for Rs.10/- asked me to hand over this amount
to him... he was looking at me in disbelief.... I went to
the old man outside the temple who was guarding the
sandals and gave him Rs.100/- and told him that the
woman who was arguing with him had asked me to hand
over the amount... he also gave a look in disbelief... I
purchased some loaves of bread and mineral water bottles
and with Rs.50/- I gave it to those needy.. (around 10
people were there)... I told all of them that the lady who
came in the Innova car had asked me to distribute the
bread water and the money....I was very glad... they all
would have blessed her... it will go a long way in her life
and that blessings will take care of her family and
children....


A good joke.... I was standing in a bus stop near
Abids.... a very beautiful girl got down from the bus and
was crossing the road to the other side... I just followed
her... she looked back at me, got scared and started
walking fast....I too increased my speed... she entered
the Chirag Ali Lane.... I too entered... she suddenly entered
a building which had steps... I too entered the building
and climbed the steps and it led to a door.. she went
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inside... I knocked the door... two big guys came out and
looked at me sternly and asked what do you want... I just
smiled and said I want to see the girl who just walked
in... I just said I have some work with her... they looked
confused and called the girl.... I just handed over the
purse which she had slipped out of her bag as she got
down from the bus.... she thanked me... I said you should
not thank me for you gave me an opportunity to square
some big liability which I owed you long ago... she
blinked... I profusely thanked the Lord that a Runam
which had been pending for past 8 Janmas of mine had
come to an end on that day.... how sweet of Lord to
have been so merciful to me.... Tears started flowing...


A man known to me was badly in need of some money
to perform his daughter’s marriage.... I know his nature....
he will not like to take money from any known source..
any time if asked he will say... my family deity will take
care.. his wife used to cry to me that the daughter’s
marriage is a month away and he is not taking any steps
to arrange funds for it... so I hatched a plot with a friend
of mine.... near his house I requested a North Indian
friend to open a pawn broker’s shop... every day when
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he used to pass across the shop he used to stand a minute
or so, look at the board and go a way.... like this 15 days
passed... in another 10 days his daughter’s marriage...
suddenly one day he entered the shop and asked for
loan pledging his house documents....my North Indian
friend called me and said.... your friend has come today
asking for money... he has also brought his house
documents... I told my friend just collect the document
and take signatures in the loan documents....ask him to
come tomorrow... I will come with the money to nite as
I am very much in Kerala and you can hand over it to
him tomorrow... he did exactly as I said.....evening I went
handed over the cash to my pawn broker friend.... next
day the cash was handed over to that man.. the marriage
took place befittingly.... we closed the shop and my North
Indian friend left.... later I sent back the loan documents
and his house documents by speed post to his house....
after 3 months I called on the family, a courtesy call to
enquire about the marriage... the man and his wife told
how the marriage took place... a pawn broker had
appeared in the town.... he gave loan and then
disappeared.... they even got back the loan and house
documents....I said your family deity has proved how
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compassionate she is... they all agreed in that.... I thanked
‘CHETTI KULAM KARAI KALI KUNDA
BHAGAWATHY’ who is their family deity and the
Goddess whom I adore for the opportunity given... purely
Lords grace...


Dr. Malcolm is a great chemist and my very good
friend.... long back I had the good opportunity of visiting
his lab in France... he was just showing me some beautiful
things... he poured a white liquid in to another bottle
with some salt and it became pink... then he poured a
few drops of some liquid thru a pipette in to a bowl of
green solution and it became white... he was explaining
the wonders of chemistry.... its too a tough subject for
me to understand... his elder brother came in to the lab
and started shouting at him... some family issues... I just
wanted to slip out of the place since the fight was turning
out to be more personal and vernacular... suddenly his
brother noticed my leaving the lab... he looked at me and
smiled.... I introduced myself to him.... all of a sudden
he became very normal.... he started talking sweetly to
his brother... we three were discussing several matters
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very jovially... that was the last day of their fight... after
that the brothers never fought till date... When I met
him in Hyderabad.... he remembered that day when I
was with him and his brother... he asked me... till date
my brother has never fought with me after that... What
did you do? I just smiled and said its all lord’s grace... you
mixed various liquids that day and proved to me that
you are a great chemist... that day thru me Lord proved
that he is the greatest ‘Alchemist’... I could see gratitude
in Malcom’s tearful eyes... Lord’s grace... Lord is the true
alchemist....


Now a days parents whose siblings are employed
abroad are in great demand.... once a kid is born, the
parents of the girls and the boys in rotation take care of
the kids... at least their services are required till the kid
goes to play school.... the advantage in this scheme of
things is the elders get a chance to emotionally up bring
the kid... as grand parents they get an opportunity to
enjoy watching the kid growing under their care... they
enjoy when the kid behaves naughty.. when the kid cries
they console it with their tender words... an elderly couple
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who took care of the three kids of their son, travelling
16 times to USA, was left without any care by the son
subsequently.... lucky the man was a govt. pensioner and
did not depend on his son and took care well his wife till
the end...the man died three years back and I called his
son....he didn’t respond... I left a message thru some one
close to me of his father’s death... no response.. finally I
got the funeral done...last week the mother of the boy
died and the same sequence followed... finally I was blessed
with the opportunity of getting the funeral done in a
befitting way... now through out my life I have to keep
doing the Shrardham for this couple...no problem...
already as of date I do 57 Shraradhams in a year other
than my father’s Shrardham... really amazed the way this
boy has behaved at the death of his parents? No doubt
he is not the doer...I do know this...Lords grace..


The man was on his death bed.... the doctors have
said...just few hours left.... but the man is not prepared
to die.... he cant believe that his time has come.... he
asked his wife... where is my first son? He is here.... where
is my second son? He too is here... where is my third
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son? He too is here.... the man got up and said.... so the
shop is closed today? Let me go there... even on death
bed though there is a possibility in this case to think of
something else other than money and relationship, this
man’s mind is not prepared for the other routes... even
on death bed it is business and money.... no time for
GOD... no time for love... no time for relationships....
nothing... but business and money... this is a tragedy that
has happened to humanity.. no one has time for GOD...
even on death bed, no one believes that he/she is going
to die.... Lords Grace...


Dad... Guruji please bless my daughter to get a H1B
visa... this year its on a lottery... Me... I don’t mind blessing
and she will get it also.... but you must be totally prepared....
you are a Telugu... she will bring a Haryana boy or a
Bihari boy or a Rajasthani or a Kashmiri... or a little bit
advanced may be a White or Black American, or Hispanic
or a Jew... you should not come tomorrow and complain
to me that had you told me I would not have sent my
girl.... I don’t guarantee all that... If this visa your girl wins
by lottery, the boy also may have to be chosen by lottery...
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I don’t know.... so mentally be prepared for anything...
should you still want me to bless your girl... I saw some
confusion in his face... I said ... please go back home...
consult your elders and wife... then better take my
blessings for visa.... otherwise its extremely risky to take
my blessings...


Long ago myself and Andrews were staying in a five
star holiday resort... there inside the resort a man clad in
traditional British army general attire standing like a rock
with a gun in his hand... many kids were teasing him to
see that he changes the posture.. Andrews too tried, but
failed.... Andrews asked me whether I can make him
change his posture..... I said ok I can do it... but I asked
him... In case I make him change the stand what will I
get from Andrews.... he said he will give me us $ 500...
then I told looking at the man clad in army clothes, in
case you change your stand I will pay you the us $ 500
which Andrews will give... he just shook hands with me
and Andrews... Andrews asked me... how he came forward
to shake the hands? I told Andrews... first give me the
money and then I will tell you the secret... as he handed
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over money, along with another Rs. 1000/- I gave it to
him and he was happy... then I told Andrews...I just told
him that incase you change your posture I will give you
the money which this man has promised to give.. you
$ 500.... so he shook hands with you and me... Andrews
said you duped me and laughed....I too laughed, for
Andrews doesn’t know that the Runam with the other
man will make both of them bonded for another 17
lives... better Andrews squares off with him now itself....
I got a diamond bracelet for his wife ‘Stella’ who was my
student for many years, and sent it thru Andrews.... no
doubt that’s another account, another situation, another
day.... Lords Grace..


Now a days it has become a fashion for all to ask a
question like this...Guruji, what is it I can do for the
society to which I belong.... our being not a burden to
the society itself is a big service... the other day in the
bank, they asked me to provide my Adhaar card number...
I asked them... what for? Bank officer said that the
subsidies and welfare measures are directly credited as
cash in to your account... me... I am already a big burden
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to the people of this world and India in particular... I
don’t need any subsidies from the government... Lords
Grace... he has blessed me with everything.... I would like
to pay for full value of the product... that subsidy
component can be useful to the really deserving and
needy people... when we live in abundance, one needs to
share that opulence and abundance... Government
schemes are for the needy, the poor... they need that
support... we need to pay taxes and share the excess
income for the welfare of masses... those who can afford
should not aspire for these subsidies... Infact we have to
learn to share with others who don’t have...


There was a Chaat Bhandar...very nice, big big paani
pooris.... just went on eating... It was yummy and tasty...
this was just outside a big auditorium... a board...
Bhagawad Gita by swami Geethananda (name changed
to protect the privacy of the holy master).... I went
inside.... the discourse started... it was about the control
of senses and mind... I heard for about 10 minutes....
lots of temptation to have one more round of paani
poori.... came out had one more round... I asked him to
pack and give me some bhel poori... I just went inside
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the auditorium... as I was hearing the lecture, I opened
the packet of bhel poori.... the smell of the onion and
bhel attracted the gentleman sitting by the side... since
he looked at me, I asked him whether he would like to
taste it... he said.. youshhh.. he meant silence... bhel poori
was too good.. my beard was also tasting and hence a lot
of bhel bits in my beard.... the discourse too was very
good.. the master was excellently portraying as to how
to control mind and senses with reference to bhagawad
gita.. the discourse concluded.... as every one was leaving,
the gentleman sitting who was sitting next to me, seeing
the bhel all over my beard said... ‘please wipe your beard’...
I said I have no control over my beard. It never listens
to me.... probably that too is tasting the bhel... he looked
at me funnily and started laughing... he asked me what
my name was... I too laughed and replied him.. ‘I am
Swami Decontrolananda’ and left the place...


Adi Shankara in Prashnottara Ratna Malika says....
Q

Ko Visham (what is poison)?

A

Avadeerana gurushu..(when
disrespected, it is poison)..
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the

Guru

is

Reading is different.. studying is different... just try to
find with your heart as to what you are doing..... mind
reads.... heart studies... Intellect resides in mind....
Intelligence emanates from heart... Guru is a source of
intelligence and his permanent address is your heart...
now let the search in to the unknown begin... you will
know the truth for yourself..
Don’t be greedy to understand what you cannot
understand....let the time come for it... have patience...
we don’t serve 2 minutes maggie noodles...
DHYAANAMOOLAM GURUR MOORTHIHI,
POOJAMOOLAM GUROH PADAM
MANTRAMOOLAM GUROR VAAKYAM,
MOKSHA MOOLAM GURU KRUPA
With Lords grace we blow the conch given to us....
when the time is ripe you can hear the melody there of...
till such time... It may be only the sound... and in some
cases Cacophonous too.. you can’t understand what we
say... Its all Lords grace...
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He was following the car in another car..... they have
completed four rounds... basheer bagh, abids, nampally,
assembly, basheer bagh... I was enjoying it.... good chase...
finally I stopped the second car near chermas by waving
my hand from the road side... he stopped.. He... Guruji I
was thinking that you were driving that car and going..
so wanted to have a glimpse of you.... lucky you stopped
me otherwise I will be chasing that car endlessly... I said...
my car is parked here... he said.. bye and left... poor fellow
his vehicle stopped bcoz he ran out of petrol.... as I drove
back I saw him standing on the road... so stopped my
car for a minute... gave him a pet bottle of petrol and
left.. I don’t like people following me... I just saw him in
my rear view mirror and in the first round itself duped
him and parked the car... I just wanted to enjoy this
formula 2 car race....so I parked the car and made him to
do rounds... It was good fun... moral of the story... don’t
follow me.... not always I carry spare petrol...


He... guruji I am unable to understand you and your
actions...
Me... exactly... that’s the purpose of my mission... Love
cannot be understood... If understood its not Love....
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Love is a mystery... never try to unravel it... at best you
can immerse in it.... but you are attempting to measure it
by trying to understand it... better get immersed... with
your logical scientific brain, when you attempt to
understand me it leads to chaos and confusion... why all
that... let us celebrate... enjoy and dance....


One day I was standing near a bus stop..... two middle
aged people were talking in a high pitch about courage,
valor, bravery etc., they both were quite happily sharing
their honors and achievements in their field... I was
standing there with my back towards them and was
talking to a big tree near by....... but their voice was more
a noise and my conversation with the Aksharas on the
tree was getting disturbed... so I went near them and
politely said.. Sirs, can you please lower your voice a bit...
It is disturbing my conversation...
Sir asked... I don’t find any one here other than we
three... with whom are you conversing?
I just pointed towards the tree..
Sir said... have you gone nuts?
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Me... no sirs...I am in a conversation... hence the
request to you both...
They were not convinced...
So finally I said...
Sirs, I know too well that you both are very courageous
and brave... you have won many awards too.... so this
should not matter to you... I am just in conversation
with a group here which you cannot see... but I know
very well you wont be scared about all this... so just reduce
your voice and speak so that I can complete my
conversation and you too can have your
conversation...They both just jumped in to taxi and left
the place... very funny guys...


A couple of months back, I saw a Sanyasi in the
airport.... I was just looking at him.... going on staring at
him.... his Sishya came to me and said.... Swamiji is calling
you.... Swamiji whispered in to my ears... Why are you
just looking at me? I whispered back.. your beard is bigger,
silkier, straight and smoother than mine... I was just
wondering... every day how many hours you dip it in
‘Kesavardhini’? As I just came back to my seat many of
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his Sishyas surrounded me and asked... ‘Our Swamiji has
told us if I whisper with some one, there is some thing
very important.. so we want to know what was that so
important you both discussed....I said we were talking
sum Rahasyam about ‘Rishi Kesh’.... they all immediately
shouted.. ‘Swamy Divya Nirmalaanada Ki Jai’....


Some one was going on taunting me as to I don’t
have guts to reveal the truth though I knew it.... I told
him yes... I don’t because it may be hurting some one...
though it is true I don’t want to express and I don’t.....
but still since you have been taunting me for quite some
time its better I give you a jolt... I said in exactly 34 days
from today you will get married to a girl unexpectedly....
he was shocked..... I said.... now how do you feel? He
said...I am shaken... I have a big life time opportunity to
visit Harvard for a post doctoral program for six
months.... can you not stop this... I said... I can try and
incase consequentially you have to marry a squint in 18
days... he said... no no... Its better this is not tampered....
I asked him.... how do you feel? He said... almost dead...
on the 34th day he was on a tour with his college
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students.... they visited the ‘Arunachaleswara’ temple in
Tiruvannamalai..... after having the darshan of the lord
as he was coming out just saw a girl entering the garbha
gudi.... he waited outside for the girl to come out of
garbha gudi.... both of them started talking without any
formal introduction.... yet after some time they both tied
the knot in the temple and fell at the feet of the elders....
they declared to them they are married.... today this boy
is happily living with his wife and three kids happily in
Coimbatore... Lords Grace...


I saw a woman laughing boisterously....
Lots of flowers around....
The swarm of the bees...
Tribals dancing to the beats of drums..
An Aeroplane taking off from the run way...
A man attending office....
A doctor doing a major surgery....
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Six people travelling in a car....
A Ganapathy being immersed...
Some delegates arriving for cop ii....
President of a country in an urgent conversation with
the head of another country....
An old farmer working on his lands near kodai...
The old woman making some good Kofee for her
visitors....
Standing in the queue to have darshan of the lord at
Tirumala...
3 men skating on ice in the alps in Switzerland....
A girl doing sum work in office...
A very big fish caught on the sea near Balasore being
auctioned....
A political person closeted with his colleagues about
his ambitious plans....
A cow gave birth to a calf....
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Four brahmins dedicatedly reciting Rig Veda....
A Tigress giving birth to 4 cubs in the forest at Kerala....
The wife and husband with two kids watching a movie
at Imax...
The front tyre of a lorry got punctured and lost control
and topsy turvy on road side near Narkatpally....
One of our FB friends doing some shopping in Koti....
Totally around 3782 incidents at the same time....
That’s why I enjoy meditation.....


Some times people come to me and ask me... Guruji I
had gone to a Mahan who told me like this... Is it alright
to follow what he said.... this is very nasty.... the attitude
is condemnable... once you have taken an advice from a
master, have faith in his words and be dedicated to him
and follow him........ anything masters says is final and
you must be prepared for it... you should be prepared to
surrender anything and everything at his feet... don’t go
and take opinions on Master’s words... Its a very shameful
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act on your part... the relationship with a Master cannot
be based on one’s own conveniences. its a relationship
beyond any questioning and its very divine and pure...
In fact its more pure than a father and son relationship...
a mother and kid relationship... a husband and wife
relationship... a friend and a friend relationship.. the
Master is the real link to the source and base of truth...
don’t bring disrepute to the institution of a Master by
asking doubts to another Master on what he said..... you
can’t travel on many horses... no question of any G1, G2
G3 business.... Master means only one and he or she is
life time....


An episode of choicelessness.... one day I received an
SOS from a very respected sanyasi.... I rushed to his
place.... no doubt it was a matter of grave concern... he
asked me whether I can suggest any solution... I said
there is a solution... just give me a place where I can
peacefully do homam for 3 days in your mutt... I need
these items for the homam.... but there is something
which needs to be done during these three days by you....
I was a bit reluctant to say... but I had to... I said you
should become a Gruhastha for these three days... he
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said do you want me to marry? I said yes.... there is no
other way... but you can marry a cow for 3 days... and
should be in the same room with the cow... you can only
drink the milk of the cow.... your marriage with the cow
will be done as per the shastra.... After three days you
can go back to Sanyasa dharma.... the cow will be given
as Dhaanam to a farmer who will be taking care of it
rest of its life.... he agreed to the proposal... he got married
to the cow in a closed door ceremony at the mutt... lived
with it for 3 days drinking its milk alone.... I did the
Prayogam for three days to Maha Mrutyunjaya Bhairava...
with the grace of the Lord his ailment got cured and
today he is able to dedicatedly do his services to humanity
thru his Sanyasa dharma... life is choiceless for every one
which includes a Sanyasi too..


Why was I born.... choiceless..
How come I was blessed by parents... choiceless..
How come I was blessed by masters... choiceless..
Why did I marry... choiceless..
Why do I work... choiceless..
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How come so many friends for me... choiceless..
Why do I go to forest... choiceless..
How come still not eaten by tigers and leopards...
choiceless..
Why do I do Prayogams.... choiceless...
Why do I say... be conscious... be alert... don’t get
duped... be loving... enjoy... don’t be stupid... any
statements I make... choiceless..
If you understand me ... choiceless..
If you misunderstand me... choiceless..
I have nothing against you... choiceless..
I always love you... choiceless..
I know you are not the doer... choiceless..
You think you are the doer... choiceless..
You are egoistic... choiceless...
Lords grace ego finds the last bench in me.. choiceless..
To joke ... choiceless..
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To seriously advice ... choiceless..
I ask you to enjoy life and be courageous, loving,
compassionate to all elements of nature... choiceless...


Some one was saying ... Guruji I am not able to
understand what you are saying... Some one said... Guruji
though it looks simple it is difficult to implement... Some
one else said... Guruji we are human beings...
For all these people I have an answer...the answer is
if you hear me you cant understand..
If you hear me you cant implement...
If you hear me you will only lament...
If you listen to me then the possibilities are immense..
only that in you which is me which listens to me what I
am saying will possibly implement...


The life of a Prayogi is some what mysterious and
difficult to explain the thoughts and emotions that run
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across at that point of time when he confronts a soul....
deep down he knows very well the moment in every
case is a unique one and every case is fresh and new... it
teaches some thing new every occasion.......there is no
commonality... call it by any name, the world of Spirits,
the Manes, the Pitrus, the Yakshas, the Kinneras, the
Gandharvas, the Apsaras and all other celestial cosmic
forces is so unique and cannot be explained in words....
when people ask me definitions and explanations for all
this I search for words and I’m dumb founded... just like
the dumb person searching honey....... Lords Grace I enjoy
my life as a Prayogi....


A very elderly man in mid seventies was travelling with
me in a train..... he smiled at me.... I smiled back at
him....then he said he can’t climb up and wanted the
lower berth... I said no problems... he said normally he
sleeps late and he can switch off the light only around
11pm... I said okey ...then he asked me am I a Swamiji
of some sort... I said no.... he saw a few rings in my hand
and wanted to see them.... so I removed them all and
gave it to him.... very heavy he said.... I just smiled.....
what may be the cost he asked me.... I said I don’t know.....
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then he once again asked me what I was doing... I smiled
and said ‘Smuggling’....... before I could complete the
sentence he turned his face to the other side.... In the
morning we behaved like strangers..... I smuggle hearts...
some how I missed to smuggle the heart of this elderly
person...


I don’t miss human company.... last week I went to
my friend’s place... he was busy with his computer and
his wife was busy talking to some one on phone... the
kids were playing cricket on the road.. so I went to his
garden and started conversing with a tree..... after some
time it seems my friend and his wife came to the garden
and said ‘Hello’ to me... I was engrossed in my
conversation that I just failed to notice them... this was
going on for 3 hours.... then I said ‘Bye’ to the tree... the
house was locked... luckily they had left the gate open... I
came out and drove back my car... just then I received a
call from them... they had to urgently go some where
and they had come to the garden and called me but I
didn’t notice them.... after another one hour my friend
once again called me and was curious to know what I
was doing with the tree... I said I was chatting.. he said
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we chat on phone we chat on computers... what is this
chatting thru tree... I said you chat thru phone, you chat
thru computer but I was chatting to tree...he called me a
liar and kept down the phone.... today he called me asked
whether the tree told me anything about him or his
family... I said a lot was told... now he wants to meet me
urgently and I said I am busy... so far 10 calls... he is in
jitters.. see the hypocrisy... that day he didn’t believe...
now he is scared I may spill sum beans to his wife / kin
and kith..... I am enjoying the fun....... but some how I
feel all systems of nature have feelings and they keep
communicating with us whether we feel their existence
or not...


We are peculiar.... the other day one politician came to
see me.... one of my Sishya was wondering what I had
to do with the politician.... after the politician left my
Sishya told me master this politician is involved in many
scandals.... I said I know it.... my Sishya said he is a rowdy
sheeter.... I said I know it.... I said to my Sishya you don’t
know something I know..... his mother is paralysed.....
his wife is suffering from cancer.... he has an invalid son...
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you have seen one side of his life to reject him and I
have seen the other side of his life to accept him....


The other day at Madurai in a temple an old man was
directing a few young girls the way to light a lamp... he
was telling them that the wick should face this direction
and light the lamp.... the girls attempted to light the lamp
many times... but every time from no where a wind will
blow and the lamps will be fused... the old man said
probably its the will of the lord that you kids should not
light the lamp today.... the girls felt very disappointed....
the old man left the place... I told the kids to try lighting
the lamp facing the other direction... they asked me is it
ok... I said its ok.. and they could light the lamps since
the wind was not blowing in that direction.... the old
man came back... he got wild... he asked the girls why
they lit the lamp facing other direction... they pointed
towards me and said that I had asked them to keep it in
the other direction... then he scolded me and said.. you
atheists... deliberately come to temples to misguide girls...
I just laughed and left the place... I came to the main
road... suddenly lights switched off every where... I saw
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the old man struggling to walk on the road... I took out
the torch I was carrying and gave it to him... he said.. sir
thank you.... I don’t know who you are who has helped
me at the right time... I just laughed and told him.... I am
the Atheist....


Some body lost some money in the business... probably
he didn’t know how to borrow further money to run the
business... he became depressed... he started drinking....
he started abusing his wife and kids... now the girls parents
want to see me... they suspect some black magic /
Vaamachara...I don’t understand this at all... Vaamachara
is not that easy or a cheap practice... the practioners are
very few... it is a very tough exercise and involves a lot of
procedure... the person who practices Vaamachara will
be a very immaculate person with a lot of dedication
towards his subject... he has to be a very disciplined
person with a lot of anushtaanams... It costs hell of a
money to do such practices and it costs another hell to
come out of it... sorcery is not a joke.. it doesn’t come
just with a few lemons and kumkums... or even some
blood and eggs... or flesh of birds and animals... I don’t
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understand how even educated people get tricked by
cheap tricksters who claim everything is sorcery... who is
going to spend that kind of an amount and do sorcery
against you? It does happen... may be in the high places...
because of extreme jealousy or vengeance among people
/ families... don’t get fooled...


A few years back I was invited for a satsang by a
friend of mine... I had gone there... no doubt a lot of
people had gathered and there was a big saint.... the big
saint was narrating some incidents of his life....... I was
busy in my own way.... I was just observing a gentleman
in the crowd... my friend suddenly noticed me observing
the other person.... my friend got wild... he was terribly
upset... he was upset bcos I was not listening to his master
and was whiling away my time watching some one else...
then when I knew he was upset I would pretend as
though I am listening to the lecture and Once again I
was observing the gentleman... the gentleman too was
busy looking at me... a snake alone knows the other
snakes legs... the gentleman was about to leave and I too
got up... my friend got wild that I am determined to
insult his master... what to do... I had no choice... I left
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the place and started following that gentleman.... he
entered many streets and tried to dodge... Lords grace
we too have learnt some tricks.... everywhere I chased
him....finally we reached Secunderabad railway station after
a lot of hide and seek game... I got him a ticket to Delhi
and boarded him on to dakshin express... to see that he
doesn’t get down any where else as the train was moving
I slipped an item on to him which he had to hold on till
Delhi... further move on to Deva Prayag and deposit in
the sangamam of Alaknanda Bhagirathi.... Who was he
? He is a great aghori of Vaamachari sect... poor friend
of mine thought I disrespected his master... he went to
his master and said I am sorry master... my friend behaved
indifferently by leaving the lecture abruptly.... his master
smiled and told him.. your friend was here on a bigger
mission... he not only saved some thing drastic happening
here but also personally me... my friend came running to
me and told me that his master told him Like that... I
laughed and told him.. since musquitoes were biting me
I could not sit... this is the truth... even today my friend
is confused about the whole episode... Its always nice to
dupe friends... Is it not?
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A nice incident happened a few years back in Kerala...
in one of the families known to me a girl was in love
with a boy.... the girl was from a Namboodri family and
the boy was a Nair boy.... no one knew this.... even I
happened to see it by chance during one of my visits to
Trichur at Vadakkunathan temple... they both confessed
to me that they were in love and wanted to marry by
informing their parents.... I told them what little help
was needed I will do it at the appropriate Time... after 3
years the girl became pregnant and the boy was missing...
the girls party wanted to abort the child and took her to
a hospital.... but it was late... fearing backlash from relatives
they sent the girl out of house.... the girl called me.... I
took a house on rent in Palghat... I kept an old lady known
to me to take care of the girl... I used to visit the girl as
and when possible... she requested me to be with her for
delivery... I went there and was with her in the hospital...
the old lady who was taking care of her day and night
was also at the hospital.. I can never forget the services
of this old lady who was a real Goddess who helped at
the right moment... she delivered a beautiful girl kid...
after a few days she was brought back home... every one
known to me in Palghat use to be curious of my
relationship with the girl... I used to enjoy their curiosity..
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the world is all that... where is the necessity to prove
ourself or defend ourself... let people think what they
want to think... this was my attitude... finally the boy
surfaced one day... got them married at Vadakkunathan
temple... the families got reconciled.. they have now two
more kids... even now in Palghat many do not know
about this... when they talk of this, I just have a hearty
laugh... this is the deception I love the most.... hope you
enjoy my deceptive attitude?


Some time back a person known to me passed away
and I had just gone to see his mortal remains... he was a
wonderful guy... a philanthropist to the core... helped a
lot of people in his own way... a nature lover and was
fond of birds... no one cried.... really I was overwhelmed....
I thought they are all matured... they have understood
the cycle of life.... just then his father’s brother told me....
they are all not crying bcoz they don’t know anything
about their share in the property and all the documents
are missing in the safe.... then I thought atleast I should
make them cry.... its better they know the truth.... so
from my bag I read out his WILL before the body where
he had shared 80% of his property with kin and kith
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and 20% for his philanthropic activities... now sons
daughters relatives started crying.....to me it looked
otherwise.... he had handed over the documents to me
six years before his death and asked me to hand over
the will and supporting documents to his family on his
death.... he also smiled and said... after you hand over
the documents you can see a lot of drama... what a deerga
darshi he was... I smiled at his body and left the place...


Master always tells blatant lies... (bathroom secret)...
long back there was a very loving couple who used to
come to me.... one day as usual they had come... the wife
had lost her diamond ear rings just a couple of days
back.. I observed the wife to be a bit more tensed than
the husband... she wanted to express some thing to me
but she couldn’t... so I told her husband... please ask her
to come tomorrow after going to a Ganapathy temple..
you may be having office.. you need not take the pain of
coming... next day she came... I asked her.. you know
some thing about the disappeared diamond ear rings
and you want to say some thing... now that your husband
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is not here you may feel free to tell me in case you feel
like telling... she broke down and started crying... she said
my sister’s husband works as a cashier in a finance
company... last week he lost Rs 20000/- in the office and
hence I gave my diamond ear ring to be pawned and he
paid the money.. since his relationship with my husband
is not alrite I had to tell a lie that the rings have been
lost... I asked her to ask him to come and see me... next
day that gentleman came.. he was quite a nice man...
honest... then I asked him about the money... he said a
couple of days back there was a shortage of cash... I
asked him to go and check the journal entries and
vouchers of the day... I said there is some problem in
your calculations... he checked...by Lords grace the error
was found and he returned back the money to his sisterin-law.... now this female got back the pawned diamond
ear rings... now she asked me how to tell her husband... I
told her tomorrow when you go to take bath in the
morning keep the rings in the bathroom in such a way
that when he goes to take bath he himself will find it
and give it to you.... exactly the same way she did and he
himself spotted the rings... next day both of them came
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home... and he said how he found the ear ring in the
bathroom... we all had a hearty laugh and I said these
females always get panicky for small things and want
Master to spot ear rings kept in bathroom and winked
at her... I could see a lot of gratitude in her eyes …


Once there lived a great Vaamachari by name..
‘Srikantan Namboodri’.... he was a spic and span man....
lots of anushtanams and disciplines he used to follow...
he was physically handicapped, so I had a lot of
sympathies for him... whenever he had some financial
trouble, he used to come to me And with Lords grace
the day he came I used to have some surplus funds which
I used to pass... there were a lot of negative reports about
him... but I never believed for the basic reason that so
many people used to say so many things... we should not
believe unless we have a personal experience of it... I am
not a person to go by any one’s words... one day when I
was in the forest, as usual busy talking to a few birds, an
Owl brought an interesting message... the owl said 20
miles south west of the place we were, it saw a brahmin
doing sum practices which it was not convinced about...
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there is an eagle in the forest who I call as ‘Dheera’... I
called him the way I used to call and he arrived... I
requested him to go to that place and find out as to
what was going on... Dheera and Bagya (Owl’s name)
went in the south west direction.... they came back soon...
Dheera informed me that all did not look well with this
brahmin... I asked the features of the brahmin and in
detail it explained the features... I once knew that it was
‘Srikantan Namboodhri’...the great Vaamachari whom I
know... I started moving south west and Dheera and
Bagya guided me to that spot... on seeing me his eyes
became red with anger and shouted as to why I came
there... I just smiled and asked him as to what was going
on there.. he said... I’m a Vaamachari... you know what
we do.... I said... its not that Vaamacharam is only to
harm others, even good things can be done... we had a
lot of heated arguments... he said... since you have known
now what I do, its better I eliminate you for you may
harm me... I said I have not come to harm you... I don’t
believe in all that... I just want you to change your outlook
and bring glory to the art which you have learnt instead
of bringing disrepute to it... he started doing an
Abhichaaram against me... I left the place travelled another
10 miles south and started doing a Prayogam in praise
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of the Lord Lakshmi Nrusimha in his form as Sthamba
Nrusimha.... Sthambanam is what by Lords grace that
came to my mind to stop his Abhicharam... from no
where heavy down pour started and lightning every
where... roaring thunder.... In the pitch darkness of the
night... after the Prayogam was over I had gone back to
his place....he was lying down writhing with pain... I waited
till the morning... with the help of locals shifted him to
an hospital... he lost his eye sight due to lightning... left
him back in his village after a day’s treatment... after an
year or so thru my contacts I could get his eye sight
restored... now he is a very good person... he is quite
aged now and is in service to Goddess Bhagawathy in
his native village at her temple... I do keep seeing him
atleast once or twice a year... Lords grace reformed him
to be a good person at last.... Praise the Lord..


A few years back an industrialist came to see me.... he
had some major problems in his present set up and was
also planning for an expansion... he was going on and
on, telling his problems... I was just looking at his face
not at all reacting to what all he said, since I was thinking
about some thing else.... he had only 72 hours left to
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live... he is 45 years old, has 3 school going kids.... he was
not very happy the way I responded to him... I left
immediately to some place to do some Prayogam to avoid
this in case GOD permits.... I was allowed to do and I
did the Prayogam... I came back running.... I had to be
at the spot at that point of time.... I saw our industrialist
friend driving his car and coming and a bus was coming
in the opposite direction..... just near the car the bus front
right tyre busted and the driver lost control of the bus...
the car escaped being hit by a whisker... Lords grace... he
was saved... he stopped the car and was virtually
perspiring.... the bus hit a side wall and stopped... he saw
me standing on the opposite side of the road.... he came
running to me and started crying... I smiled to him and
said... come tomorrow... we will discuss expansion of your
company....


Some one known to me insisted me to see his father’s
horoscope... I said ... he is already 65 years old and seen
grand sons and daughters... what for you want me to see
his horoscope..... he said.... I love my dad very much and
I want him to live up to 100 years.... I said in the scheme
of things placed before us by nature, we should bow our
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head to the nature’s decision... nature’s law is totally
different and complex... It cannot be understood thru
any amount of enquiry... he was going on insisting... so I
had to look in to it.... I saw the horoscope.... I told him
at his age of 69 he will have to face death on account of
water... In case you want to avoid this you have to take
him after his completion of 68 years and on birth of 69
to ‘Kizhaperumpallam’ in Tamil Nadu ... take him on the
first available Sunday after his stepping in to 69 years of
age and during the Rahu Kalam 4.30 pm to 6.00 pm,
Partcicipate in the Abhishegam they perform to Kethu
Bhagawan... he is likely to survive after this and will live
up to 87 years... you must be satisfied with this.... now he
restricted his dad from going any where near water... no
lakes, no rivers, no ponds, no oceans... nothing.... his dad
completed 68 Years... he entered 69 years.... one sunday
passed.... many Sundays passed... the Prayaschittham
which was suggested was not performed.... I suddenly
remembered and called him to find out whether he had
gone to ‘Kizhaperumpallam’.... he told me he is too busy
since he has been promoted as General Manager in his
company.... his dad one day had gone to monda market
to purchase vegetables.... while coming back walking heavy
rains and the umbrella he was carrying flew of his hand
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in the air and he just looked up to spot and catch his
umbrella he fell down on the road and died.... the
postmortem report said that he died due to water entering
his wind pipe... choked to death.... this happened on a
Sunday at 5.20 pm during Rahu Kalam.... Lords grace...


The other day I was talking to an youngster.... he was
saying ... Guruji... once I complete my graduation, I will
write GRE do MS in USA and then on to Phd... I said...
then what? He said.... then I would like to do post
doctoral research in my field... I said... then what? He
said... then I would like to work in a muti national
organisation and raise to the level of CEO... I said... then
what? He said.... I will be on my own... start my own
factory and earn huge profits.... I said....now I will say..
you
will
have
a
4 year delay in completing Phd and a 3 year delay at post
doctoral research... you will join a multi national
organisation but will only rise to the level of a Vice
President and not an CEO... you will leave the
organisation, start a factory, run in to financial troubles
and declare insolvency in the year 2052....precisely the
date of your being declared insolvent is 19th of march
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2052... he was stunned... he asked me ...’is there any way
to change this situation from happening?’... I said....’come
to Ahobilam...we will pray for you in the Yagnam’... he
said he will come.... my guess is ....If he comes..... he may
not go to USA for higher studies.... he will be employed
in a bank.... he will grow well in the bank..... he will be
happily married.... he will have 3 children..... he will be
happy with his parents, wife and children..... he will
complete all his responsibilities and die due to a massive
cardiac arrest on Sep 4th 2079 at his ripe age of 87....
this is the power of a Prayogam..... If one has faith in it
it alters his fate..... and thats Lords grace...


Someone lost his grandfather... our prayers for the soul
to be raised to higher levels of consciousness...... he was
plucking Bilva leaves for Shiva Pooja on a Friday... he
slipped and was hospitalized... he left.... his ultimate aim
was to reach the lord’s feet.. and it happened as he was
getting ready to perform the Shiva Pooja... probably he
would have always been praying that he should die
praying... we don’t know... If everything can be reasoned
out then ‘GOD’ becomes meaning less... I will tell you
my personal experience.. my dad was a high ranking Govt.
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official in the state of Tamil Nadu.. he was an engineer
by profession and his passion was construction, his being
a civil engineer... every morning his prayer schedule will
be for 3 hours including Sandya Vandanam.. he was a
scrupulously honest person... will never use the office
vehicle for personal purpose.. he will travel by govt. bus
to office... the phone at home if used for personal purpose
will pay off the bill from his pocket... will be bringing the
files home and working... I have not seen a honest person
to his degree in my life... work was worship for him... he
will always pray that I should die doing my work at work
spot.. an year after his retirement, he was working with a
private construction firm.. he slipped and fell backwards
and died on the spot.... Lord answered his prayers... Lords
grace...


Some phone call...
He Guruji?
Me Who is this?
He Gangadhar Guruji...
Me Which Guruji you want?
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He My Guruji...
Me Yeah...whats the name of your Guruji...
He I don’t say his name...
Me Ok, can you give a description of him...
He He is bespectacled and has a beard...
Me That’s not enough...
He Normally he cuts jokes...
Me Still not enough data...
He He gives discourses...
Me Still more details needed...
He He always keeps talking..
Me No still more data..
He He goes abroad often...
Me No still more data...
He He always talks on spiritual topics and advises people
as to how they are supposed to conduct themselves...
he advises people to be good...he advises them to
be diligent.... he advises them to sacrifice their life
for the cause of humanity etc.
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Me Sorry sir... there is no such Guru available on this
number.. kindly verify the number and redial..


When I was in Madurai, the sweet shop friend of
mine and myself went to two very old dilapidated temples
and a newly built temple.... the first temple we visited was
totally in ruins.... we were told that the stone images of
the lord were stolen.. still we could see one old mula Viraat..
looked like Vishwakshenar... then we went to another
village where there too a temple was in the midst of fields
in ruins.... here there were two stone images... one looked
like Vishwaksenar and the other a beautiful Lakshmi
Narayana... this sweet shop friend is an interesting
character... whenever he visits temples, he goes totally
prepared with a lot of flowers, lamps with wicks and oil
for lighting, clothes, fruits etc., he takes meticulous care
in bringing these items and many more for pooja and
worship... he enjoys giving all this thru my hands to the
Lord....this occasion too he did the same... then we went
to a newly built Bhu Varaha Swamy temple.... dont miss
this temple in case you visit Madurai... really beautiful...
next day he invited me for lunch... I was at his place by
noon... a small gathering of 15 people... we had a satsang
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for half an hour... then wonderful lunch was served by
his wife Srilakshmi...... the food was very tasty.... sweet
shop friend gave me new clothes, sweets and savories, a
bag with Rs.10000/- cash new notes.... it was getting late
since I had to meet some one else... an auto was brought...
I left in the auto... I just happen to forget the bag which
sweet shop friend gave in the auto itself.... I got down
from the auto and went to the place where I had to go...
from there I went to yet another place and then while
returning to hotel room I remembered the bag that I left
in the first auto... I just called sweet shop friend laughed
loudly and said I missed the bag in the auto and so it has
gone to the person to whom it has to go..... probably he
felt bad since it was my first visit to his house.... he worked
like sherlock homes with a team of his friends and located
the bag some 30 kms away from Madurai at the auto
rickshaw driver’s residence..... he felt very joyous in getting
it back to me... I too felt joyous... for me it was a Prayogam
and the result will help many people to live joyously... next
day when I met him in his shop to collect the bag back
he was literally in tears of joy... he asked me the reason
for such an incident happening... I said...we are not the
doers... Lord is the doer... to us its a Prayogam and its
origin started the previous day when we visited a
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dilapidated temple... anyhow I am happy that because of
sweet shop friend that day a long pending Prayaschitham
of a Prayogam got completed of the Prayogi... Sri
Purushotthamdas Kakkade... dates back to 16th
Century....


It seems sum people want to know the following about
me...
A) How was my life with my Masters....
B) How did I learn Prayoga Shastra?
C) What all Proyogas I do and how it all happened?
D) Where you have learnt all these?
E) Why you have chosen Hyderabad to come and
settle... Why not other places?
The answers are as follows....
A) Enjoyed and enjoying and will be always enjoyable....
B) Learnt Prayoga Sastra with Lord’s Grace thru the
help of Masters..
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C) There are about 7,32,567 Prayogas I learnt and it all
happened with Lord’s Grace...
D) Only in this planet called ‘EARTH’ I learnt these
Prayogas...
E) There is nothing for me to choose and it was
choiceless that I landed in Hyderabad....
Hope the above information is enough for those who
are attempting to write ‘SRIDHARA CHARITRA’....
Very stupid disciples....
While respecting your privacy, take care to respect
other’s privacy too..
Your curiosity will be a challenge to my privacy.... Dont
Be curious about me....
I am not curious about any one.... When people become
curious about me, I keep a safe distance from them....
There is nothing wrong in my being furious at you
when you are curious at me....
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Many masters have come in to this world packed
with rich experiences... whatever they speak will always
be very meaningful... but the unfortunate side is the
disciples.... though the transmitter is powerful the receiver
is dull.... the meaning of it being understood in such
circumstances will be nothing short of a miracle.. the
work given is ‘Blowing the Conch’.... the melody which
comes out should be heard the way it comes out to
understand the lyric behind it... unless Lord blesses one
and all, we are sure to miss the message of the Master...
Infact what we understand will be preposterous...


Meet the master
Mix with the master
Mingle with the master
Merge with the master
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OUR GURUJI...
Sri V.V. Sridhar Guruji is the Head of Sri Jwala
Trust, Chennai. He is an accomplished spiritualist.
He is conversant with rare and holistic scriptures.
He is an exponent of the “Chaya Atharva Veda”,
which is not available as of today in written form.
He is an authority on it. The Chaya Atharva Veda
helps in curing acute diseases. He is a master of
many Vidyas of Vedic Lore like Sri Krishna Mohana
Tantram and Kapala Tantram.
Sri Guruji has performed 100 yagnas and
innumerable Yantra Poojas for the benefit of
mankind. He promotes Unity and Harmony among
all religions and people. Love and compassion are
his sublime message. Spirituality without service to
society is void. Under His guidance the Trust plays
a great role in the upliftment of the society.
Approach, appreciate and adhere to the lofty
ideals preached and practiced by your overwhelming
participation in the celebrations and its activities.
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Details of 100 Yagnams
Series
Year
Number Performed

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1993
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1995
1995
1995
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997

Yagna
Kundams

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
18
1
1

Venue

Hyderabad
Hyderabad
Chennai
Hyderabad
Chennai
Hyderabad
Hyderabad
IS Jaganathapuram
Chennai
Hyderabad
Chennai
IS Jaganathapuram
Hyderabad
Hyderabad
Chennai
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
IS Jaganathapuram
Shirdi
Lenyadri
Chennai
Hyderabad
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Series
Year
Number Performed

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

1997
1997
1997
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

Yagna
Kundams

1
1
1
9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Venue

Chennai
Hyderabad
Hyderabad
Unkili, Gudivada
Chennai
Hyderabad
Hyderabad
Chennai
Hyderabad
Ahobilam
Chennai
Hyderabad
Hyderabad
Chennai
Chennai
Hyderabad
Kaleshwaram
Hyderabad
Chennai
Hyderabad
Hyderabad
Chennai
Chennai
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Series
Year
Number Performed

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2002
2002
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2006
2007

Yagna
Kundams

1
9
1
1
1
1
1
1
28
1
1
2
1
1
53
1
89
1
1
122
1
1
1

Venue

Tirunelveli
Tirunelveli
Hyderabad
Hyderabad
Chennai
Chennai
Hyderabad
Srivilliputhur
Srivilliputhur
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
IS Jaganathapuram
Tiruchanoor
Guru Nilayam
Yadagirigutta
SriKurmam
Guru Nilayam
Chennai
Chennai
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Series
Year
Number Performed

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2009
2009
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010

Yagna
Kundams

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
153
1
1
1
1
126
1
1
1

Venue

Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Inavelli
Guru Nilayam
Kasapuram
Pattiseema
IS Jaganathapuram
Dwaraka Tirumala
Hyderabad
Hyderabad
Guru Nilayam
Mattapalli
Simhachalam
Hyderabad
Guru Nilayam
Vadapalli
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Series
Year
Number Performed

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012

Yagna
Kundams

1
1
157
1
1
127
1
1
154

Venue

Ahobilam
Ahobilam
Mangalagiri
Hyderabad
Guru Nilayam
Ahobilam
Hyderabad
Guru Nilayam
Ahobilam
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Sri Sudarsanar
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